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MSU may face nine percent tuition hike
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The presence of the proverbial 800-pound gorilla was felt
in the Barkley Room of the
Curris Center during Thursday
afternoon's
Student
Government Association cosponsored tuition forum where
university president Dr. Randy
Dunn gave an outline of the
tuition and fees increase he
intended to present to the Board
of Regents this (Friday) morning.
Students could bear a nine

percent
increase
to
tuition for the
2008-09 school
year as a result
of a $3.1 million cut from
state appropriations.
"We're very
Dunn
challenged this
year with the
state appropriations," Dunn
addressed the audience of faculty, staff and a sprinkling of students.

Dunn referred to three by various vice presidents an University
of
Kentucky,
streams of revenue as the their respective areas.
University of Louisville and 23
"three-legged stool" that holds
MSU Vice President of others in the southern Illinois,
up the university: student tuition Finance Torn Denton explained Tennessee, western Kentucky
and fees, state appropriations, that if the university were to and southeastern Missouri
and a category he defined as continue as is, the university region, MSU ranks as the sixth
"everything else."
would be in a $4.1 million lowest. Morehead State, Austin
"We know we can't make it deficit. If a six percent increase Peay, Tennessee-Chattanooga,
all up on the back of tuition," he were imposed, the deficit would Tennessee-Martin
and
said. "There will have to be cost be $1.2 million. With the nine Tennessee Tech are below
containment."
percent increa.se, the deficit is Murray State.
In order for the university to
UK students currently pay
break even, the nine percent
Currently, students pay $7,906 a year for tuition and
increase in tuition and fees does $5,418 a year to attend Murray fees prior to the school's
not leave room for salary State University. Held up to announcing their own nine perincreases or priorities identified other universities including cent increase.

City plans Dodging Another Bullet
to examine
future needs
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
City council members unanimously approved a revenue study to
be conducted to determine what funds are available or could be
made available to fund various projects throughout the city over a
five-year period.
The decision first came through a joint meeting of the city's
Long Range Planning and Finance Committees Thursday discussing what the plans are for the city for 2010-2014.
With Murray and Calloway County
continuing to grow, wiring. need* have
-10110
been identified to accomodate growth.
"We're not in a financial crunch," Matt
Mattingly. city director of administration,
Amain.Mimi* at
reiterated. "We could stay at status quo.
6:30 p.m. in Ma
But as a city that's growing, we need to
sauna chambers of have a plan, we need to look at what we
My Hail. Items on
can do for the city."
geonda include
Mattingly addressed several areas the
outwit year's
ity could grow in:
• constructing a joint Public Safety
Facility on 16th Street to house Fire
=
4"10115his
tt
kr10014001 and
Station I and the Police Department, a
current year budget
project with a price tag of $5.3 million.
anendinents
•constructing Fire Station 2 on U.S.
request.
641 North to replace the 16th Street location.
• replacing a 1967 fire engine.
Applauding the fire chief's maintenance of the engine, Mattingly
said at 41 years of age, it's starting "to wear and tear." The fire
engine will not be included in the 2008-09 budget because grant
money is being sought to purchase one. The cost of the new fire
engine is $300,000.
•maintaining the purchase of police patrol cars.
•replacing the VHS technology in patrol cars to modern technology of DVDs and the ability to copy them. "It's the next step of
technology that we need to move forward with," Mattingly told
committee members.
•constructing transportation studies and implementing plans for
roads. "In the past we've always relied on the state to help us out,
but with the current state budget I think there's a time when we need
to address transportation issues on our own. We need to look at our
infrastructure and how to handle this growth." he said.
•sidewalks and bike lanes were also a point of attention.
According to Mattingly. $50,000 is in the budget for sidewalks but
he proposed doubling that to $100,000. Bike lanes are being studied nght now.
•Mattingly suggested upping the paving budget from $150,000
to $300,000.
•within the next five years. consultants will need to be hired for
a comprehensive city plan and zoning ordinance updates, Mattingly
said, as well as an updated aerial picture of the city. With positive
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ERIC WALKERA_edger & Times
Thunderstorms brought heavy rains once again to the area, as water pours out of
this downspout following a strong shower that moved over Murray this morning.

Rain, winds were main factors of storms
Staff Report
Murray and Calloway County suffered
only thunderstorms, rain and high winds,
but none of the severe weather initially
feared from a line of strong storms that
struck Texas, Arkansas and Missouri hard.
Calloway County fell under flood and
tornado watches Thursday and even a
severe thunderstorm warning last night
around 10 p.m A caller from Max Hun
Dnve to the Calloway County Sheriff's
Office, according to its activity log, reported possibly seeing a tornado over Murray
around 9:05 p.m.
Henry County, Tenn., meanwhile, had a
tornado warning issued between 9-10 p.m.
"The real severe stuff tracked to the
south," Paducah-based National Weather
Service meteorologist Robin Smith said
this morning. "It missed you by about 3040 miles."
The anticipated severe weather threat,
Smith said, was forecast to cover southern
Illinois and southcentral Arkansas and
ended up flooding nearly 2(X) roads in
Missouri, closing schools in Arkansas and

CHARACT R

2006.

ripping the roofs of dozens of houses in
Texas.
The band of storms stretched from
Colorado and Nebraska, which was expected to get up to 10 inches of snow, to Texas,
where high winds and driving rain at one
point quarter of a million people were left
without power.
In Kentucky, three people were injured
after the mobile home trailer they were in
toppled over in Warren County near
Bowling Green. Marble-sized hail and
wind gusts over 50 mph were also reported
in several areas in western Kentucky.
A 30 percent chance of rain creeps back
into the forecast for Saturday, including a
slight chance for a rain/snow mix overnight
Saturday as lows dip into the 30s.
"It ain't gonna stick, but the fact is we
were pushing 80 degrees (Thursday) and
now we're talking about snow," Smith said.
"It's a typical spring."
EDI1OR'S NOTE: The Associated Press
contrtbuted to this report.

In conjunction with
Murray In Motion
Sat., April 12th
10 a.m.• 2 p.m. at
Regional Special Events Center

•Charecter Counts! Award Winners Recognized
Approximately 1:15 p.m.
Kirand Prize Drawing at 2 p.m. for Nintendo Wil System
•First 200 children to come to the Character Counts!
Booth Receive a Shirt!

With the proposal, MSU stu.
dents would heft a tuition bill of
$5,910 a year, moving the
school to 11th lowest in a
lengthy list of 25 schools,
Denton reported.
Dunn tried to bring the focus
from the price of education to
the quality of education by saying the university can't "have
our cake and eat it too."
"If our overarching idea and
value is low price, then we just
need to say that and have that be

•See Page 2A

Murray
sets 08-09
school
calendar
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Classes for students attending Murray
Independent schools will start about a week
later than last year to help beat the summer
heat with Christmas, Spring and Fall
breaks left intact.
During action Thursday night, membera
of the MISD Board of Education approved
a calendar that would set the first day of
school for !students on Tuesday. Aug. 12.
The last day of 177-day calendar has been
scheduled for Thursday. May 21, 2009.
Superintendent Bob Rogers told the board
that the move was recommended by members of school-based decision making councils in an effort to avoid as much summer
heat as possible while preserving seasonal
breaks.
"We felt like that was the best we could
do and please as many people as possible.!'
Rogers said. The plan also had to be li
compliance with state and federal reguli:
bons regarding when students must or mu!!
not be in school.
Last year, Rogers suggested starting thi
year later in the month of August to help
beat the heat suffered by students riding
buses to and from school. At one point, he
and other school officials were handing out
water bottles to help until the weather
became more tolerable.
There was a brief discussion concerning
cutting two to three days of the fall break,
scheduled between Oct. 13-17, to start the
year even later in August or end it earlier in
May, but no action was taken. Rogers said
he polled teachers to determine what their
priorities were in establishing annual breaks
and noted that Christmas. Spring and Fall
interludes were the most popular and functional for both faculty, staff and students
and should be preserved if possible.
Students will be out of school for four
federal holidays: Labor Day, Thanksgiving,
Chnstmas and New Years Day. Spring
Break has been scheduled from Monday,
March 30. 2009 tc Friday. April 3.
Christmas break will begin Monday, Dec.
22, 2008 and extend through Monday. Jan.
5, 2009.
Three weeks of testing has been scheduled in May 2009. The year includes a total
of five full weeks of state or federallyrequired testing including a two-week period in September.
Rogers also noted that both Murray
Independent and Calloway County school
district officials are considering coordinating spring breaks at the same time. however it may take a year or two to implement
any approved plan.
In other action, the board approved on
second reading a recommendation from
Murray High's SBDM council to change

II See Page3A
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Convicted murderer of Mayfield girl maintains innocence II Tuition hike.
PADUCAH. Ky. (API - A Tennessee
man found guilty earlier this week of killing
a western Kentucky teenager eight years
ago says he didn't do it.
In an interview with the Paducah Sun.
Quincy Omar Cross said he never met
Jessica Currin and had nothing to do with
her death. The 18-year-old Currin's body
was found behind a middle school in
Mayfield in 2000.
Cross. 31, was found guilty of murder.
kidnapping, rape, sodomy,evidence tampering and abuse of a corpse on Tuesday. The
'my recommended a life sentence without

ihc possibility 01 parole.
Cross will be formally sentenced on May 21.
"The truth will come
out. Cross told the newspaper. "It all depends on me
and God. If God knows I
didn't do it. and I know I
didn't do it, why should I
worry about what the rest
of the world thinks about
Cross
me?"
Cross told the newspaper he turned down
a deal with prosecutors that could have

reduced his all time if he testified against
two other people also charged with the murder because he didn't want to lie.
Jeffery Burton and Tamara Caldwell are
facing charges in Currin's death. Cross said
he didn't know either Burton or Caldwell in
2000, nor did he know two other defendants
who testified for the prosecution, Victoria
Caldwell and Vinisha Stubblefield.
Cross, who is from Tiptonville. Tenn.,
moved to Mayfield after Currin's murder.
Cross said the move is proof that he didn't
commit the crime.

City makes bicycle donation •Needs ...
By HOLLY WISE
over seven of the busiest intersections in Murray. The cost for
Staff Writer
Tie: Murray City Council the signs from Ky 171 North to
unanimously agreed to donate Glendale Road would he
three bicycles to the Murray $4.((X). There would be four
State University Environmental signs at each intersection measStudent Society to promote uring 18 inches tall and 90 inchEarth Day during Thursday es long with 12 inch lettering,
According to Matt Mattingly,
night's city council meeting.
city director of administration,
Kara Myer, vice president of
the information will be presentthe student society, said the socied to the transportation commitety's focus is reducing traffic in
tee for their approval before
Murray and helping people get moving
onto the city council
hikes.
•approved an ordinance on
"We heard they (the bikes) first reading to rezone five tracts
were available and we wanted to of land for a total of 12.538
put them to good use," she said. acres on Lowes Drive from R-4
In other business the council: (multi-family residential) to B-2
•heard from Ron Allbritten, (highway business.)
Murray Street Department
•approved an ordinance on
superintendent, who reported first reading to amend the City
the state would allow the city to of Murray Code of Ordinances,
hang overhead street name signs Architectural Review Board to

define the renaissance district as
a historic district in support of
the creation of the historic over
lay district.
•unanimously passed a resolution authorizing the Mayor to
execute necessary documents
for a grant amount of $363,750
for phase 5 of the sewer project
in the northeast residential area
of Murray.
•unanimously passed a resolution authorizing the Mayor to
execute necessary documents
for a grant amount of $375,788
for phase 2 of the southwest
sewer interceptor.
•unanimously approved an
assistance agreement between
the city and the Kentucky
Infrastructure Authority to provide nearly $1.5 million of loan
funds for wastewater system
improvements.

From Front
growth, Mattingly said these
studies arc needed.
• Mattingly proposed a
$100,000 fund for participation
in city projects that "beautify
our city."
•upgrading the wastewater
plant in five years to accommodate growth.
•adding a water tank to the
west side of town to remedy the
low water pressure problem.
Two tanks in Murray need to be
repainted.
•installation of sewer systems as the city expands.
•the rising cost of health
insurance and retirement for the
city employees as well as the
need for additional employees
in the next five years.
The revenue study will be
conducted from July to
December and the results will
be presented to city council
members in January.
Revenue options include
increasing the water and sewer
rates and the storm water utility
fees in 2010-11. The last time
the rates were increased was in
2005-06.
Other options the revenue
study will examine are property
taxes, insurance premium tax,
business license fees, school tax
collection fee and building permits.
"We have areas of opportunity here we can adjust and look
at,- said Mattingly, adding the
city is currently financially
sound but if the above projects
are going to be funded, revenue
will have to increase.
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the thing that drives this institution," he said. "We either have
to decide we're going to let
pricing increase as the others
have done or we just need to say
that the overriding thing is pric..
ing and that is what it is and that
puts us in a different group."
used
Western
Dunn
Kentucky University as an
example of a school that has
consistently raised tuition hut
continued to grow. "They've
moved up on stature in part
because they felt they had a
good product they were providing and they were not shy about
putting the pricing that they
thought was justified for the
product that they had," he said.
"I think we also have a great
product."
Student
Government
Association president and student regent Eric King said he
thinks students are more interested in the quality of their education.
"We need to decide whether
or not we' want quality education or the cheapest," he said.
"Students feel that the quality
would be number one. Not to
say that we want the highest
price tag; still being competitive
with the price and still have the
foundation of quality education."
While quality is important,
King acknowledged students
are not going to be happy about
the increase. "An increase to
tuition is not music to students'
ears, but I think the point needs
to be made that information and
being informed of this process
is power to students; they
understand why their tuition is
going up."
If the proposed tuition and
fees increase is approved by the
regents during their specialcalled meeting this morning,
Murray State University will
join four other schools - UK,
UofL. Western and Missouri
State University - that have
announced a nine percent
increase.
Eastern Kentucky University
announced an increase range

"I can honestly say every
one of these projects has been
brought up to me while I've
been out eating or at a hallgame," said Jason Pittman,
chairman of the Long Range
Planning Committee and city
council member. "I think the
community is in support of
this."
Mattingly said the city will
conduct public hearings for
community input throughout
the summer.
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PORKER UPI: Wal-Mart store manager Jerry Cooper kisses a pig Thursday morning in a
Relay for Life fundraising event_ The event raised $320.27 to add to the $3,500 the store has
raised overall.

From Front
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7.5 to 8.5 percent plus a $100
charge per credit hour above 16
hours,
Denton . reported.
Kentucky State University has
proposed an increase range of 8
to 8.5 percent.
In addition to tuition
increase, students are faced with
an eight percent rise in housing
rates
u.,..), the
2007-08 year, students paid $1,518 a semester for
a double occupancy room and
$2,429 for a private room.
Double occupancy rooms will
increase $121 and private rooms
lace a proposed increase of
$193 a semester.
The 2009 five-week summer
session is not exempt. For a
double occupancy room, the
rate will increase $34 to $459
and for a private room the
increase will be $54 to $734.

CENTURY 21 I
Open House
Month

Rousing Rate Comparison
(Double Rooms)
2007-2008
University ol Louisville -- $1,866
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale "$1,863
University of Kentucky -- $1,800
Austin Peay State University -$1,696
Western Kentucky University $1,675
Kentucky State University
$1,675
Murray State University -$1,639 ('08-'09)
Southeast Missouri State
University -- $1.630
Morehead Slate University
$1,560
Murray State University $1,518 ('07-'08)
Middle Tennessee State
University $1,456
Northern Kentucky University -$1,446
Eastern Kentucky University -$1,397
University of Tennessee-Martin '$1,103
(not reflective of rate increases)

Food Service Rate
2008
de°11
210
iir
Kentucky State University •$1,520
Tennessee Tech University -$1.450
University of Kentucky -- $1,341
Middle Tennessee State
University - $1.239
Murray State University $1,217 ('08-'09)
Murray State University 51,176 ('07-'08)
Northern Kentucky University
$1,150
Morehead State University -$1.090
University of Tennessee-Martin - $1,081
Western Kentucky University -$1,073
Austin Peay State University -$1,055
Eastern Kentucky University $1.040
University of Louisville -- $995
(not reftective of rate increases)

There is no proposed fee
increase for College Courts.
According
to
Don
Robertson, vice president of
student affairs, several factors
played into the room rate
increase including minimum
wage increase for student staff,
the additional security staff
hired to check IDs at residential

colleges, $830,000 provided in
housing scholarships and an
$85,000 or five percent increase
in utilities.
Effective this fall, the proposed fee increase includes a
rate raise of 3.5 percent for meal
plans. The increase takes into
account a five percent projected
utilities raise, which interprets
to an increase of $11,600. The
food cost in 2008-09 is projected to increase four to six percent
with raises in place for food
service student workers.
The rate increase, in dollars.
translates to $41 a semester for
those enrolled in the 180 plan or
the 125/250 block plan and a
$46 increase for the 240 plan.
New meal plans are also
being instated for commuters.

Correction
A story in Thursday's
Ledger incorrectly reported a
blood drive would be held
Saturday at the Murray in
Motion event. A lipid analysis
will be available and a 12-hour
fast beforehand is recommended for it.
The Murray Ledger & 7imes
to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.
strives
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Behavior, discipline code Education officials say Ky.
approved by county board schools need more money
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
An Acceptable Code of
Behavior and Discipline was
approved by the Calloway
County Board of Education
Thursday evening. According to
Fred Ashby, director of pupil
personnel, a district management team has completed the
process of reviewing the proposed guidelines.
"We have finished what
amounts to basic housekeeping.
We cleaned up some language
to make it more compatible with
other documents," he said.
"There are no major changes,
just some clarifications and
some minor changes. We had
committees at each school to
review their parts and submit
recommendations. It results in
some improvements to an
already good code."
He told the board that the
state mandates a committee
review the guidelines each year.
Ashby noted that the 14member team consisted of a
wide-range
of
personnel
throughout the district.
Hoskins recognized board
member Terry Bourland for
achieving
Level
Three
Certification in the Kentucky
School Boards Association
(KSBA) Academy of Studies.
According to information provided by David Dowdy, public
relations coordinator for the
Calloway County Schools, "By
law, Kentucky requires its local
school board members to take
annual professional development classes. But a member of
the Calloway County Board of
Education has gone beyond
minimum mandates in state law,
earning advanced certification
in support of their work for this
community's children and public schools."
The KSBA information
noted that "each level in
KSBA's Academy of Studies
builds on the previous round of
courses from the basics about
board meetings and student
learning up lo specially
designed leadership courses for
more experienced members.
Some of the training is earned
through KSBA conference
workshops, and some May he

obtained through self-study
courses and national professional development opportunities."
The KSBA Academy of
Studies training courses covers
such areas as using student

TRAVIS / Ledger & Times

Calloway County School Board member Terry Bourland, left,
is presented with a certificate recognizing him for achieving
Level Three Certification in the Kentucky School Boards
Association (KSBA)Academy of Studies. Making the presentation is Calloway County School Superintendent Steve
Hoskins.
achievement data to set district
goals and plan budgets, compliance with new state and federal
education laws, superintendent
selection and evaluation, school
construction, strategic planning,
policy development and effeclive community involvement, it
was reported,
During his Superintendent's
Report, Hoskins commented,
"The General Assembly has met
and what we know about the
budget is the summer school
and after school ESS program
will be cut. Dollar-wise all we
know is X-millions for the
whole state are not there. We're
not sure, yet, exactly how this
will filter down to Calloway
County."
He said this year's summer
programs would be all right, but
next year the district will have
to address changes.
"It's a bare-bones budget,"
he said. "It looks like the Safe
Schools program and professional development will be cut
approximately 50 percent and
salary increases for employees
are at one percent. Text books
should be about the same."
Hoskins said the district was
glad the cuts weren't any deeper.
-As we're itarrtiwitig the gap
with other states in academic
performances, we're widening
the gap with others in educational funding. The revenue
stream is continuing to decline,"

he noted.
He also updated the board on
the proposed continuation of
renovation projects by noting
that the necessary paperwork is
in Frankfort awaiting approval.
Departmental reports were
also presented for personnel,
transportation, food service,
maintenance and attendance.
Consent Agenda
Items
included Challenger Learning
Center
Memorandum
of
Agreement;
approval
of
Backpack Program: approval of
agreement with the Department
of Education for a Summer
Food Service Program and designation of Pat Lane as the
board's representative; approval
of Amended 2007-08 Day
Treatment Center Educational
and
Treatment calendars;
approval of 2007-08 Amended
School Calendar; 2008-09
requested
allotment
for
Calloway County High School;
2007-08 annual verification of
Title IX procedures; Approval
of the 2008-09 Calloway
Master
County
Schools
Schedules; FY-2008 KETS
Offer of Assistance; approval of
2009-10 Calloway County Day
Treatment Center D.I.1 Renewal
Application for Day Treatment

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Education officials from across
the state are warning that the
spending plan passed last week
by the General Assembly may
leave schools facing wide-ranging financial difficulties,
Kentucky
Education
Commissioner Jon
Draud
released a budget analysis
Thursday that said the funding
levels for education allotted in
the approved budget doesn't
provide school districts with the
resources they need. Draud. a
former Republican House lawmaker, said Kentucky needs
additional revenue to handle its
financial woes,
"This is not so much about
financial support as it is about a
philosophy that children are
important and that their educalion should be our primary concem," Draud, who heads the
state education department, said
in a statement,
Kentucky lawtnakers last
week approved a $19 billion
spending blueprint to carry the
state through the next two years.
The proposal is currently pending before Gov. Steve Beshear.
Lawmakers were faced with

a projected WOO million rev- grams would be effected,
shortfall in the coming two including extended school servfiscal years that start on July I, ices, professional development .
on top of a $434 million expect- for teachers and school safety. .
ed shortfall in the current fiscal
The
approved
budget .
year.
"requires hard decisions by our
According to a review by the public school administrators and
Council for Better Education the this agency." Draud said in the
budget would cut funding for release. "Which children will
grades kindergarten through get the help they need'? How are
high school by $2 million in the teachers going to get additional
next fiscal year. It would pro- training? What happens to the
vide $86 million more in the fol- momentum that many schools„
lowing fiscal year, according to are experiencing on the road to fc,
the group's report.
proficiency and what about-'
The budget appropriates those schools that are strugnearly $4 billion in state funds gling?"
toward education in each of the
Douglas Adams. the Clay . .
next two fiscal years.
County Schools superintendent,
Brad Hughes, a spokesman said the budget would have a
for the Kentucky School Boards "very negative"
. effect on
Association, said the budget schools and may cost some peodoes not address the increase in ple jobs. Adams said his district' •
what it will cost schools to oper- is already struggling with the' '
ate, for things such as trans- increasing cost of student transportation, maintenance and portation.
equipment. Some school district
School districts may be faced
officials are already talking with increasing classroom sizes
about the possibility of having and a reduction in their employto reduce staff along with other ment numbers, Adams said.
cost-cutting measures, Hughes
"I'm surprised, really, that' •
said.
we've not marched on Frankfort
"I would be stunned if there or something," Adams said. "I .
was not a district in the state that guess everyone's just resigned .
this budget will not have a neg- themselves to the fact that
ative impact on. Hughes said.
there's just no money there to be
Draud said a number of pro- had."
ewe
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Loa. What's New at.

Mane Eventi
vent.

Services, Title I, Part D and

KECSAC Memorandum of
Agreement Funding; approval
of Memorandum of Agreement
Phase II Renovation Project
Calloway County Schools.

ane
We are excited to announce two
member: of our staff.

•School calendar ...
•
system.
registered students.
According to Bobby Deitz, a
Administrative staff are
the number of credits a student Geotech representative, the plan expected to meet next week to
is required to achieve a high will provide for an additional 40 determine the number of letters
school diploma. Under the new parking spaces by shifting the that must be sent to faculty and
system, students must obtain 24 alignment from the current that may not be returning next
out of a possible 28 credit hours north -south chr:ction to east- year. The district must notify
to achieve a standard degree in west. The plan will also provide teachers of the hiring schedule
2009 and 25 credits beginning the required number of handi- within 90 days of the beginning
with the class of 2010. However capped parking spaces needed to of the new school year by state
students would be required to keep the plan in compliance law. Letters to teachers that may
obtain 25 credit hours by May with the Americans with not be renewed must be mailed
2009 to obtain either a compre- Disabilities Act(ADA).
by a May I deadline. Student
hensive, advanced or commonFollowing approval from the registration ends April 30.
wealth degree and 26 credit Kentucky
Department
of
However
some
minor
hours for the Class of 2010 and Education, the next step in the changes in staffing are planned
beyond.
effort will be to put the construc- for the coming year. Each school
Another major change in the tion up for bids. Rogers said the will be provided with a full-time
assessment process is a switch district hopes to get started on librarian and a part-time art
to using "weighted" average the project the day after school teacher will be hired to work at
percentage grades -- which lets out next month.
Murray Elementary School.
In other business. Rogers told Both MHS and Murray Middle
include quality points obtained
by students that take college- board members that the number schools will have full-time art
level advanced placement cours- of teachers that will be called teachers. Two extra math teaches — instead of the standard back to the classroom for the ers will also be hired to teach at
averaged percentage grade 2008-09 school year will be MES.
obtained by students that do not. determined by the number of
"Ile purpose of it is to get
students to take the more ngorous curriculum without getting
penalized." Rogers said.
The same system will be used
to determine class rank and who
will receive valedictorian and
saltratorian honors. According
to a release from Eleanor Spry,
assistant superintendent for
instruction and cuniculum. the
valedictorian and salutatorian
for the 2009 graduating class
and the top 10 students or the
top 10 percent of the class.
whichever results in the recognition of the most students, will be
determined by the highest
weighted grade-point average
from students that complete
requirements for either the
Second Location - Across From Pogue Library at MSU
Commonwealth and/or the
Advanced diploma program.
7 BEDS — Fast Fingerprint Check-In
The student must also have
completed at least four semesNEW CUSTOMER'S - FIRST SESSION FREE
ters at MHS.
members
board
Also,
SAUNA - SHOWER
approved plans by Geotech
Engineering and Testing Inc. of
FREE WIRELESS INTERNET
Paducah to renovate and repave
SUN, SURF & EAT - At one convenient location
the parking lot at MHS. The
plan also includes replacement
212
North 15th Street • 761-DINH (3464)
of the lot's storm water drainage

new
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IT TAKES SOMEONE WITH COMPASSION TO DO
SOMETHING SO CARING FOR OUR COMMUNITY.

"At the age of 90,

RACER
TANNING SALON

I enjoy spending
my time
Volunteering
Gifford "Popeye- Ross
Volunteer

DINH VIETNAMESE
EGG ROLLS

so i can give bock
to the people in our

Our volunteers go above and beyond to help our
residents. Like

Popeye, who has served as o

community.-

volunteer at Murray-Calloway County Hospital and Long
Term Care for the past several years. When it carves to
our residents and providing great care, our volunteers
are always there.
To learn more about volunteer opportunities
at

Spring Creek Health Care, call

Spring Creek Health Cart

270.762.1276.
swasessagair

AILLED NURSING &REHAB CENTER
%Nardi (alio, ar Count) Hospital
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspoper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:
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Sermon on
the Budget
Rep. Jim Wayne, D-Louisville, can be a little
tedious at times with his moralizing, but then the
:Good Book says there is a time to every purpose.
The time for Mr. Wayne's sermon on the budget
now.
He warned, as his colleagues were about to
pass a grossly inadequate and destructive spending
plan, "Tonight our commonwealth faces a financial
crisis that is unprecedented in my 18 years of
service in this chamber. In recent years, we have
patched together budgets that have at least kept
us from falling behind in basic public services. But
because we have failed to alter our system of tax•-ation and because of the current recession, we are
• now asked to support a budget that will ensure
we will get sicker, be less educated, have less
'access to basic justice in our courts, and drive on
unsafe highways."
Mr. Wayne recalled the report from a consulting
economist, Bill Fox, that "predicted the disaster we
currently face." Mr. Fox suggested revamping what
can only be considered an out-of-date, inadequate
:and unjust tax system.
-- Gov. Paul Patton proposed a reasonable reform
that would have avoided, or at least tempered, the
current revenue crisis. His plan, as well as other
z.-attempts to modernize, have been ignored or
.
-7ebuffed.
Instead, as Mr. Wayne points out, "We have
stolen money from boards and commissions to fill
up this hole and that hole in the budget. We have
borrowed money that our grandchildren will be
paying to avoid raising taxes to pay for today's
essential services. We have shifted tax increases to
:the university students and their struggling families in the form of double-digit tuition increases
over the last five years. We have continued to
overtax the lowest wage earners to ensure the
wealthiest are given huge tax breaks. This year we
even suck money from the lottery, causing longterm damage to this cash cow."
If Gov. Steve Beshear calls the General Assembly
into special session for a budget fix, he may be
;able to do nothing more ambitious than try to
pass a meaningful cigarette tax increase. He
:should do what's doable, rather than push the legislature down a dead end this late in an election
o'ear.
At the same time, he also must lay the ground-Work for long-term, lasting solutions that will help
forestall another budget as hurtful as this session's.
He has a bully pulpit from which to preach the
message.
— The Courier-Journal
Louisville, Ky.
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'ALL THE TIME HE NEEDS'
By DEB RIECHMANN
& LOLITA C. BALDOR
Associated Press Wnters
WASHINGTON (AP) -The new timeline for U.S.
, troop withdrawals from Iraq?
There isn't one.
The American public is
tired of the war. Democrats
are calling for a U.S. troop
exodus from Iraq. But President Bush said Thursday that
he told his top commander
in Iraq that he can take "all
the time he needs" to decide
whether more troops can
come home after the latest
round of cutbacks is completed in July.
That wasn't the news war
critics had hoped for, but in
his latest update on hay.
Bush said it wasn•t possible
yet to order additional draw downs.
Defense Secretary Robert
Gates offered a sober forecast of future troop levels in
Iraq too, saying he secs no
chance that the number of
servicemen and women will
drop to 100,000 by the end
of the year.
That guarantees a heavy
Amencan military presence
as the war grinds into its
sixth year. and the Bush
presidency draws to a close.
With 285 days remaining
in his presidency. Bush set
the course of the war in a
speech following two days of
testimony before a skeptical
Congress by Gen. David
Petraeus and the U.S. ambassador to Iraq. Ryan Crocker.
Petraeus on Thursday
revealed for the first time
that he had quietly visited
several Mideast countries in
an effort to slow the flow of
foreign fighters into Iraq.
The Associated Press learned
that the trips, all taken since
September, were to Jordan,
Kuwait, Bahrain. Turkey and
the United Arab Emirates.
Bush said that after the
troop withdrawals, which
already have been announced,
end in July, he would give
Perseus 45 days to evaluate
the effects of the drawdown.
That would be followed by
an indefinite period to
reassess U.S. troop strength
in Iraq, where new flare-ups
of extremist violence are
threatening to undercut security gains.
Bush argued that last
year's troop buildup had succeeded in reducing violence,
tamping down al-Qaida in
Iraq and allowing normal
daily activities to resume in
many areas. Because of that
progress. Bush said, an
already planned reduction in
troops can be completed in
July.
"Serious and complex
challenges remain in Iraq,
from the presence of alQaida to the destructive
influence of Iran, to hard
compromises needed for further political progress," Bush
said in a White House
address. "Yet with the surge,
a major strategic shift has
occurred. ... This war is difficult, it is not endless."
Gates appeared before the
Senate Armed Services Committee on Thuriday and
backtracked front testimony

AP
Psident Bush leaves the after the Cross Hall of the White House in Washington, Thursday,
after delivering a speech on the war in Iraq.
regime, which previously ran
progress report on the war
he gave last fall when he
Afghanistan. and al-Qaida in
sone
idency
of the last of his
said he hoped that drawPakistan would be embolddowns could continue
ened. Massive humanitarian
throughout the year, which
Bush acknowledged that
would have left about 10
the stress on U.S. forces was casualties would follow. The
threat of another Sept_ 11
brigades -- or roughly
"real," but said top military
would rise.
100,0(X) troops — in Iraq at
brass had assured him that
year's end. When the comBush challenged Iran
the all-volunteer force was
mittee's Democratic chairman, strong and resilient enough
anew. He said the regime in
Sen. Carl Levin. asked Gates to win the war on terror.
Tehran could live in peace
whether he still thought that
with its neighbor, or keep
"The surest way to depress
was possible. Gates said:
funding and training militant
niorale and weaken the force
"No, sir."
groups that terrorize Iraqi
would be to lose in Iraq,"
people and destabilize the
he said.
In his White House
nation -- charges the Iranian
speech. Bush also said he
Democrats who want
government denies.
was ordering that Army com- Bush's job weren't fazed.
bat tours be trimmed by
"If Iran makes the right
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinthree months.
choice. America will encourton, D-N.Y., said the Ameriage a peaceful relationship
It was a response to
can people have run out of
between Iran and Iraq," Bush
heavy pressure from military
time and patience on Iraq.
said.
If it makes the wrong
long,
commanders who say
She said the military buildup
choice. Bush said "America
multiple deployments have
has failed to yield political
will act to protect our interstrained the Army to its limprogress in Iraq, and that if
ests, and our troops, and our
its. Army units heading to
elected president, she will
Iraq after Aug. I will serve
end the war responsibly. "It's Iraqi partners." He did not
elaborate.
12 months instead of IS
time for the president to
months.
Bush also pushed Arab
answer the question being
nations to heighten their
asked of him: In the wake
Critics of the president's
diplomatic presence in Baghwar policy quickly noted that of the failed surge, what is
dad as a sign of support for
the endgame in Iraq?"
the order would not affect
deployed
U.S. forces already
Her opponent in the presi- Its fledgling goveniment.
That also would serve to
on the front lines.
dential campaign, Sen.
counter Iran's rising influence
The president still doesn't Barack ()barna. D-III.. said
in the Middle East and its
Bush had to reduce rotations
understand that America's
support of terrorists and
because the Army told him
limited resources cannot supthey couldn't sustain the cur- extremists in Iraq.
port his limitless war," Senrent rotation schedule. "PeoHe dispatched Petraeus
ate Majority Leader Harry
ple are not being trained
and Crocker to stop in Saudi
Reid. D-Nev., said. ''Let me
properly. they are exhausted.
Arabia on their way back to
be clear: This is not a so... I don't know how many
Iraq, and directed senior
called troop pause. With
meet
where
the
families I
diplomats to meet and urge
today's announcement, the
spouse, the father. may not
leaders in Jordan, the United
president has signaled to the
even know a 2-year-old baby
Arab Emirates, Qatar. Kuwait
American people that he has
or a 3-year-old child because and Egypt to reopen their
no intention of bringing
they've just been deployed
embassies in Baghdad and
home any more troops.
overseas so much," Obama
increase their support for
"Instead he is leaving all
said.
Iraq this year.
the tough decisions to the
Bush stayed steadfast on
next administration. President
Bush also called on Congress to send him a spendBush has an exit strategy for his war policy even though
his approval rating hit a new ing bill for Iraq that does
only one man, himself. on
low of 28 percent in an AP- not include any timetables
January 20, 2009."
lpsos
polling issued Thursfor troop withdrawals or
Bush smiled briefly when
day.
exceed the $108 billion he
he walked out of the Blue
has requested. Democrats
The president said the
Room and strode across a
want to add money to stimuprice of failure in Iraq was
red carpet in the Cross Hall
late the economy with roadforeboding: Al-Qaida would
of the White House to a
building funds, additional
standing ovation from Vice
claim a propaganda victory
unemployment benefits, a
of "colossal proportions."
President Dick Cheney, his
summer jobs program and
Terronsts would use Iraq as
top military and diplomatic
additional food stamp beneadvisers and members of vet- a launch pad for attacks on
fits. Bush said he would
the U.S. and its allies. Iran
eran sen ice organizations.
veto the bill under those
would fill the political vacuHis face turned solemn as
conditions.
he began his 18-minute
um. The hardline •Taliban
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Suspect in slaying of pregnant Marine arrested

Mrs. Cora Maybell Story

RALEIGH. N.C. (API -- A
Marine wanted in the brutal
slaying of a pregnant colleague
who had accused him of rape
was arrested last night in
Mexico after a three-month
international manhunt, ;;;.ithonties said.
FBI agents and Mexican
authorities arrested Marine Cpl.
Cesar Laurean around 7 p.m.
EDT. He is charged with firstdegree murder in the death of
Marine Lance Cpl. Maria
Lauterbach. whose burned
remains were found in January
in the backyard of his home near
Camp Lejeune.
"You know my name. You
know who I am,- Laurean told
The Associated Press while
being held at the Michoacan
state Attorney General's Office
in Morelia, the state capital.
Asked if he wanted to say
anything. Laurean simply said,
"Proof," but wouldn't explain.
Laurean appeared slightly
disoriented. Asked what he
would do next, he replied: "Do I
have a choice? ... I don't know.Magdalena
Guzman, a
spokeswoman
for
the
Michoacan, Mexico. state prosecutors office, said police carryAP
ing out an anti-kidnapping operMarine Cpl. Cesar Laurean, left, is presented by police in Morelia, Mexico this moming.
ation stopped Laurean as he
Laurean, who was wanted in the brutal slaying of a pregant fellow Marine at Camp Lejuene
wandered on a street in the rural
him of rape, was arrested after a three-month international manhunt.
township
of
Tacambaro, who had accused
Michoacan, because
they (N.C.) as quickly as possible to Christina Laurean was using to said. "To be an accessory after
thought he looked suspicious.
answer the charges against communicate with her husband. the fact you have to show someWhen they realized he didn't him." Authorities
believe He said he didn't know if evi- one provided assistance like
speak Spanish well, they Laurean killed the 20-year-old dence from the computer led information or money, and we
became e% en more suspicious. Lauterbach. an Ohio native who directly to Laurean's arrest. He don't have any evidence of
After running his name through was eight months pregnant declined to discuss the contents that." Lauterbach and Laurean
a computer, they realized when she died, in mid- of the communications, but were both personnel clerks in
Laurean was wanted in the December. Detectives have said authorities previously said the same logistics unit at Camp
United States to face charges in he left behind a note for his wife Christina Laurean was cooperat- Lejeune, an expansive coastal
Lauterbach's death.
in which he denied killing ing with detectives. "Just com- base about 130 miles southeast
Guzman said Laurean told Lauterbach but admitted to municating with her husband is of Raleigh that is home to
the arresting officers he had burying her remains. In the note. not against the law," Hudson roughly 50,000 Marines.
only 10 pesos (about USSI in Laurean said Lauterbach comhis pocket, and that he had been mitted suicide by cutting her
surviving by eating avocados own throat.
and other fruit he found in the
Authorities rejected the
fields of the fanning community assertion, saying evidence indiwhere he was found.
cates Lauterbach died of blunt
The FBI said Laurean, 21. is force trauma to the head.
Xllii.11,l list 10.1 I I ,
awaiting extradition to the U.S.,
Tipped by the note, and not
although local prosecutors in long after authonties went pubNorth Carolina cautioned the lic in their search for the
Dr. B Martin Fulbright M.D., A.A.O.S.
process could take a year or Lauterbach, detectives discos and
Jennifer Walker P.A. offer patients the best
more.
ered the charred remains of the
"Laurean's swift arrest in missing Manne and hei fetus in
and latest treatments in both nonsurgical and
Mexico was due to the diligence a shallow grave in Laurean's
surgical care. including minimally invasive niral knee'
and dedicmion of the hieriaclut backyard. Under North Carolina
replacements and two-incision hip replacements
government and our law law, Laurean could not be
enforcement partners,- Nathan charged in the death of the fetus.
Gray, the special agent in charge
Their comprehensive knowledge in orthopaedic
Onslow County District
of the FBI's Charlotte office, Attorney Dewey Hudson told
procedures and care ensures Ascension Orthopedics'
said in a statement.
The Associated Press that invescommitment to providing a friendly. personal
"This was truly an interna- tigators recently seized a comand thorough experience for patients of all ages.
tional effiwt, and we will do all puter belonging to Christina
we can to ensure Laurean is Laurean's
sister.
which
brought back to onslow County

The funeral for Mrs Cora Maybe!! Story will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Earl Mealer will
officiate. Pallbearers will be Paul and Randy Manning, Doug Story.
and Terry, Gary, Rick and Hankie Sykes. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home front 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Friday).
Mrs. Story, 92. Murray, died Wednesday, April 9. 2008, at 5:50
p.m. at Arbor Place of Puryear, Tenn., where she had resided since
1997.
She was a member of the Church of God in Portland. Tenn. Born
Oct. 26, 1915, in Sumner County, Tenn., she moved to Calloway
County in 1949.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Arnet Ray Story who
died Dec. 18. 1957; one daughter, Nellie Kathryn Story; two sons.
Hugh and Donald Ray Story; three grandsons. Robert Ray Story,
Donnie Beach and Eddie Beach; three great-grandsons, Shawn
Burkeen and Wade and Sebastian Bradley; her parents. Henderson
Thomas Kemp and Lovie Harper Kemp; three sisters. Estelle
Richards, Ruth Rushing and Mattie Bryan Albert; four brothers.
Marion, Odelle, Clay and Ricey Kemp.
Survivors include five daughters, Ruth Beach. Benton. and Ruby
Williams. Betty June Sykes. Barbara Parker and Dorothy Manning
and husband, Paul, all of Murray; four sons, Hoyte, Ray Jr. and
Kenneth Story, all of Murray, and Ira Lee Story and wife, Bonnie.
Hopkinsville; over 1(8) grandchildren, great-grandchildren and
great-great-grandchildren

Mrs. Idoma L. Glenn
Mrs. Idorna L. Glenn, 85, Murray, died Thursday. April 10, 2(8)8,
at her home.
A retired nurse and homemaker, she was the daughter of the late
Talmadge Lindsey and Ohs Alexander Lindsey. She was a member
of First Baptist Church. Murray.
Survivors include one daughter, Carol Ann Taylor, and husband.
Jim, Murray, and one granddaughter, Tracy Ainley and husband.
Roger, Dallas, Texas.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Patton
Funeral Home, Brownsville. Ky. Burial will follow in the Alexander
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home form 2 to 8 p.m. Saturday
and after 9 a.m. Sunday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Gideons International.

Mrs. Ruby Dale Carrell Wilkerson
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The funeral for Mrs. Ruby Dale Carrell Wilkerson will be today
(Friday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home. Rev. Al
Cobb and Michael Ray will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Gerald Rule. Gerald Murdock. Dan Lamb.
Joe Baker, Jerry Smith and Larry Miller. Burial will follow in the
Bazzell Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Online condolences may
be made at www.byrnfuneralhome.net
Mrs. Wilkerson. 89, Mayfield, died Tuesday. April 8, 2008, at
8:45 a.m. at Green Acres Healthcare, Mayfield.
A retired emplogee ot the former Merit Clothing Company,
Mayfield, she was a member of High Point Baptist Church,
Mayfielt:.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Eune Wilkerson, one
grandson, David Wilkerson, her parents, George E. and Sara E.
Fulton Carrell. two brothers. Cletus and Leonard Carrell, and two
sisters, Ruth Hoke and Mary Dunn.
Survivors include three sons. Ronnie Wilkerson and wife, Judy.
Mayfield, Don Wilkerson and wife. Darlene, Murray, and Kenny
Wilkerson and wife. Suzanne, Ashland City, Tenn.: one daughter,
Nancy Ray and husband, Jerry M., Mayfield; five grandchildren,
five great-grandchildren.

Samuel Cathey. 82. Benton, died Tuesday. April 8, 2008, at
Marshall County Long Term Care, Benton.
A retired truck driver for the Tennessee Valley Authority, he was
a member of Fairdealing Church of Christ. Preceding him in death
were his parents, Horace Cathey and Beatrice Cathey; one sister,
Exie Mae Cathey; three brothers. Charles Ed Cathey, Reg Cathey
and Gillard C'athey.
Survivors include three sisters, Katy Cathey and Eva Cathey,
Benton, and Nell Finch, Arab, Ala.; one brother, Rob Earl Cathey,
Benton; several nieces and nephews.
A graveside service will he today (Friday) at 2 p.m. at Bamett
Cemetery, Hardin. Lexie Ray will officiate. Visitation will be at
Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after I p.m. today (Friday
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Don't
Let
Your
Credit
Keep
You
From Buying That
New Car, Thick,
Van or SIN You Are
In Need Of.
Regardless of your prior credit history: Good
or bad, our company specializes in securing
loans for the every situation. We have over 20
financial institutions that are competing daily
to provide someone just like you with
financing for that new vehicle you deserve

PREMIER NISSAN
1-888-FAST-YES
or Apply Online At
WWW.fastyes.com
- 24 HOURS A DAY-'
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West Kentucky Songwriters
Chapter to sponsor workshop

• The following are reminders of events planned for this week

4t were recently published in the Murray Ledger & Times.
it Jerina Gardner, slaughtet of Randy and Dita Gardner and
Inme and Vernon Hamby, all of Mayfield. and Rich Edwards,
of Jeanne and Jerry Maupin and Ricky Edwards. all of
urray. will be married Saturday. April 12, 2008, at 2 p.m.
Mayfield First Church of the Nazarene, Mayfield. All relaes and friends are invited
• Mary Leslie Steely, daughter of Walter Lee and Jane Steely
Murray. and Terry Franklin Jr., son of Lomagail Garner
I the late Terry Franklin Sr. of New Orleans. La., will be
rried Saturday. April 12. NM. at 4 p.m. at the Murray
*man's Club house, Murray. All relatives and friends are
iitvited.
'

Jo's
Datebook

L

Kenneth and Joyce Ann Bucy of Pottertown will celebrate
their 40th wedding anniversary on Sunday. April 13, 2008. A
family celebration is planned in Michigan.

Olson awarded Girl
Scout Thanks Badge
Karen Olson of Murray was
awarded the Girl Scout Thanks
Badge Saturday at the Girl
Scouts of Kentuckiana annual
meeting, in recognition of her
20 years of dedicated service
to Girl Scouts of Kentuckiana.
The Thanks Badge is a
national award given for service which is "truly outstanding, benefits the total council
or the entire Girl Scout organization, and is so significantly above and beyond the call
of duty that no other award
would be appropriate".
Olson is a Council trainer,
has served on and chaired several Council Board committees
and task forces as well as
being a delegate to the GSUSA
national convention, and cochaired the Girl Scouts of Kentuckiana annual meeting held
on the campus of Murray State
University.
In addition, Olson is a troop
leader, member of the Murray
Service Unit Team and has

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Jessica Bybee
di Seth Grogan
Whitney Puckett
& Philip Sollitto
Jerina Gardner
& Rich Edwards
Leslie Steely
ilt Terry Franklin
Courtney Cross
& Brandon Steele
Jessica McKnight
& Josh Dunn
Kristin Johnson
& Andrew Lagar
Meagan Rogers
& Zach Baldwin
Tamara Howard
& Joshua Lanier
Megan Jones
& Aaron Storey
Gail Fridy
& Phil Gray
lennifer Evans
& Drew Henry
Beth Ann Dunavant
& Justin Pounds
Christine Myers
& John Taylor
Rebecca Boyd
& Edward Baust
Blake Powell
& Brad Paxton

•

Karen Olson
been the director of the weekend Murray Service Unit camps
at Camp Bear Creek. She is
the first in Murray to receive
the Thanks Badge in more than
20 years.

Murray State University Wornene's Basketball Team. winners of the Ohio Valley Conference title.
The department will meet
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. and will
feature the high school and
middle school contest featuring percussion, woodwinds,
strings and brass contest.
Hostesses will be Annie
Nance. Margery Shown, Joanne
Cavitt, Faye Nell Flora, Ruth
Eversmeyer and Jean Watkins.

173/1.14'.nnouncernen/

Jeslyn Jane Caldwell
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Caldwell of Murray are ilk parents of
a daughter, Jeslyn Jane Caldwell, born on Wednesday. April 2,
2008, at 8:55 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospita:
The baby weighed 7 pounds I ounce and measured 19 1i2
inches The mother is the former Jessica Streetman.
Cirandparent. are Buil)
., Streetman ot West Virginia. and
Stacey Duncan and David Caldwell. both of Murray.

Senior scholarship offered

The Alumni and Associates of Calloway
County Schools is offering a scholarship to
seniors who have at least a 3.0 CPA and an ACT score of at
least 18. Also, at least one parent/guardian or grandparent must
be a member of the Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools. Applications are available in the guidance office
and are due by April 30.

MHS banquet scheduled
Murray High School Basketball Banquet will be Sunday at
2 p.m. at the school. Ball players, all managers, cheerleaders,
dance team members and parents are invited to attend. Desserts
and dnnks will be provided.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastteeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Masonic lodge plans breakfast
Murray Lodge 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will have
its country ham breakfast on Saturday from 6 to 10 a.m, at
the lodge hall on Ky. 121 North, Murray. A $5 donation is
requested. The public is invited.

Republicans will meet Monday
Calloway County Republican Party will tneet Monday at 7
p.m. in the Calloway County Public Library. This will be the
first meeting since the quadrennial reorganization of last month
and all party members and potential members are welcome,
according to David Kennedy, chairman.

Project Graduation to meet Monday
Calloway County High School Project Graduation will meet
Monday at 5:30 p.m. in the media center. All parents of seniors are urged to attend because there is still much to do. If
you have never attended a meeting before, you are asked to
come and get involved with this event.

MHS Council will meet
Murray High School Rased Decision Making Council will
meet Monday at 4:30 p.m. in the library. Teresa Speed, principal, invites the public to attend.

CCHS Boys Backboard Club to meet
Calloway County High School Boys Backboard Club will
meet Monday at 5:30 p.m. in the media center. Plans for the
upcoming banquet on April 27 at Kenlake State Resort Park
will be discussed.

DAR meeting on Saturday
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of American Revolution will meet Saturday at 2 p.m. in the annex at
Calloway County Public Library with Myra King and Barbara
Lockard as hostesses. Sgt. Tracy Guge of the Murray Police
Department will be the speaker on "Rape Aggression Defense
System" which will focus on specific personal safety techniques that can be used for protection against sexual assault
All members and prospective members are invited.

Cemetery meeting Saturday

•

•
;

Story's Chapel Cemetery will have a business meeting and
take bids on mowing the cemetery on Saturday at 10 a.m. For
information call Michael Keel at 435-4487

CHECK
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ON THE
WEB
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Horticulture event Saturday
Photo provided
Pictured at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club meeting
were, from left, Shannon Crisp, Jayne Crisp and Dr Meredith
Crisp
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Crisp speaker for meeting
of Murray Rotary Club
Dr. Meredith Crisp spoke
to members of the Murray
Rotary Cub at a meeting held
it Pagliai's Restaurant.
She spoke about ovarian
ancer, which is now the No.
1 cause of all female deaths
in the United States.
She said "because ovarian
cancers are difficult to detect
and good screening tools have
Net to be developed. I urge
women to visit their gynecol-

ogist annually or anytime
unusual symptoms develop.
such as bloating. urinary symptoms or feeling full without
eating much."
Also at the meeting Dr.
Cnsp's daughter, Jayne Crisp.
spoke about "His Kids. Too!"
and another daughter. Shannon
Crisp. was presented as a Paul
Harris Fellow of the Rotary
Club.

MSU Horticulture annual spring and bedding plant and vegetable sale will he Saturday from 8 a.m. to I p.m. at the
Pullen Farm Greenhouse. For information call 767-0467.

Oak Grove event tonight
"A Celebration of Women- featuring Diane Basik as speaker and music by Ashley Davis, soloist, and Amy Brown Trio
will be tonight at 6:30 p.m. at Oak Grove Cumberland Presbytenan Church. A meal will be served. All interested women
are invited.

Adoption and Microchip event planned

The Humane Society of Calloway County will have cats for
adoption at its Cat Adoption and Microchiping Day on Saturday from noon to 5 p.m. at the Murray Digital Solutions computer store, south side of downtown court square. All of the
Humane Society's cats are housetrained. spayed or neutered,
microchipped, tested for feline leukemia/fly and up-to-date on
all vaccinations and other vet care. Also baked goods and cat
crafts will be available. From I to 4 p.m members will
microchip your own cat, but bring your cat in a earner for
its safety. To preview the adoptable cats, go to v,ww.forthepets.org
For more information call the society at 759-1884.
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Street Rings
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Vocal Ensemble presents
program at meeting

training, drill and ceremony,
marching, rifle marksmanship,
armed and unarmed combat,
map reading, field tactics, military courtesy, military justice
system. basic first aid, foot
marches, and field training
exercises.
Oswalt earned distinction as
an honor graduate.
He is the son of Sallee
Beckett of Faxon Road. Murray. and brother of'JustinOswalt
of Maryland Ave., Paducah.
The private graduated in
2007 from Marshall County
High School, Benton, Ky.

Whitney Delk
& Ryan Vonnahme
Cleo 1 e
At Jonathan King

Pt Oaf 'Registry Rr
University Square
12th Street • Murray
(270) 7511-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2
„
•
•

Photo provided
Presenting the program for the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club were vocal ensemble members, from
left, Oneida white, Sondra Rice, Norma Paschall, Joanne
Cavitt, Kathy Mowery, Gale Vinson, Margie Shown, Kay Ray,
Martha Crafton and Pat Miller.

The Vocal Ensemble of the
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club presented the
program at the March meeting of the department held at
the club house.
Members of the ensemble
were Oneida White, Sondra
Rice, Norma Paschall. Joanne
Cavitt, Kathy Mowery, Gale
Vinson, Margie Shown. Kay
Ray. Martha Crafton and Pat
Miller.
The meeting foillowed a
potluck dinnei in honor of the

Sonftellerni
Army Pfc. Zachary C.
*swalt has graduated from
ipsic combat training at Fort
Nickson. Columbia, S.C.
:During the nine weeks of
ifling, the soldier studied the
ly mission, history, tradiin and core values, physical
ittness, and received instrucn and practice in basic corn* skills, military weapons,
itcmical warfare and has 'net

By JO Borkeen
Community
Editor

West Kentucky Songwriters INSAL Chapter will sponsor a workshop on Monday
at 6 p.m. in the Stables at the Murray
State University Curris Center.
John Barlow Jarvis, noted songwriter
and musician now living and working in
Nashville, Tenn., will conduct the workshop. He wrote "1 Still Believe in You"
with Vince Gill and netted the 1992 Grammy Song of the year.
For more information call Janet Miller
at 293-72.52.

•

2008 RELAY
FORILIFE
CAPTAIN'S MEETING
Monday, April 14 • 5:45 p.m.
Weaks Community Center
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY RELAY FOR UR
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Former Murray professor inducted into
Kentucky Journalism Hall of Fame
Murray Ledger & Times
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The late Dr. William Ray
Mofield, professor of journal.
isin and mass communication
and Murray State University
administrator, was one of seven
people inducted into the Kentucky Journalism Hall of Fame
April I an Lexington.
Dr. Bob McGaughey, who
nominated
Mofield,
and
Mofield's daughter, Ruth Ann
Taylor of lAmisville, received
the plaque on behalf of Dr.
Mofield.
A native of Hardin (just north
of Murray in Marshall County), Mofield was a 1943 graduate of Murray State College.
A longtime associate of the
late Pierce Lackey and Shelby McCallum, Mofield started
the first FM radio station in
Kentucky. WPAD-FM, now
WDDJ in Paducah.
He also started the first station in Mayfield in 1946, KTM.
Other stations he helped put
on the air include WCIF(WFM)
in Madisonville, WCBL in Benton and the old WABD in Ft.
Campbell.
For many years he did all
the FCC paperwork for stations in west Kentucky, west
Tennessee and southeast Missouri.
A manager for 13 years with
WPAD AM and FM in Paducah, he was one of the first
to broadcast high school basketball games in Kentucky. In
1946 he started doing the playby-play of state basketball tournaments arid did so until he
left to get his master's degree
at Columbia University in New
York in 1958.
He received the CBS Foundation Award that paid for his
graduate work. He was the
only Kentuckian to ever win
the award.
One of the highlights of his

broadcasting career, which tinguished Professor Award
received national attention, was from the MSU Alumni Assoa live radio interview on CBS ciation in 1987.
with Albert Barkley at the
He also received the Dis"Veep's" home in Paducah on tinguished Alumnus Award in
election night in 1948.
1981 and the Golden HorseBarkley was the Democrat- shoe Award for service to the
ic vice presidential running mate university in 1991.
He was the Kentucky Comof Harry Truman. When the Truman-Barkley ticket was the munications Teacher of the Year
upset winner of the presiden- in 1977 and the first recipient
tial race, Mofield was on the of the MSU Regents Teaching
air.
Excellence Award for the ColHis report and interview lege of Fine Arts and Comwith Barkley was earned by munications in 1985.
Mofield was selected seven
CBS radio network and the
Armed Forces Network and times to attend the Internationlater picked up and aired by al Radio-Television Society's
(RTS) faculty-industry seminar
the BBC.
Mofield received the CBS in New York.
He was named to many
citation for having the best
biographical
publications,
field report for the election.
After graduate work in New including Who's Who in AmerYork, he returned to the Mid- ican Education, Directory of
west and developed the radio- American Scholars, Outstandtelevision program at Southern ing Educators of America and
Illinois University at Carbon- Community Leaders of Amerdale while working on his doc- ica. He served as president of
the Murray State Alumni Assotorate in communication.
He received the Ph.D. in ciation, the Southern Illinois
March 1964 and came to Mur- University Alumni Association,
ray State as the assistant to the Murray Rotary Club, the
president Ralph Woods in July Jackson Purchase Historical
1964. He was also in charge Society and the Society of
of the communications depart- Preservation of Southern Harment, which had programs in mony.
Known for his great knowlspeech and journalism.
He started the broadcasting edge of history-, geography, litcurriculum and in 1970 he erature and the Bible, he would
started the NPR station, give out pennies and nickels
He was also to students who could answer
WKMS-FM
responsible for designing and questions in his classes on joursecuring funding for the fine nalism history, media managearts building, which housed the ment, editorial writing, adverradio and TV studios on the tising or introduction to the
top floor.
mass media.
According to McGaughey,
Mofield retired from teaching at Murray State in 1991 students would recall years later
after a distinguished education when they won a coin with a
career. He received the distin- right answer and some still
guished service award from the kept the coin for memory.
Mofield died March 23. 1995
Kentucky Broadcasters Association in 1989 and the Dis- at the age of 73 in Benton.
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CCMS Academic Team recognized as
Top 20 in state competition
Two hundred forty-seven
middle schools competed in
the 2005 KAAC State triovetnor's Cup Competition the
weekend of March 14. Calloway County Middle School
placed 20th at the competition, which is a feat difficult
to accomplish among Kentucky's most renowned schools.
In addition, the team placed
the highest of any school located an the Western Kentucky
region. Two takers placed in
the top ten in state in their
respective areas.
Charlie Courtney placed
eighth in Science written assess
ment. Gina Stenberg finished
fifth in English Composition.
The Future Problem Solving
team of Abigail Rowland, Breanna Bethel, Paige Paschall.
Emily Crouse, Kristen Oakley
and Lauren Wilson placed I I th
in the state competition.
Competing at the state level
were Joe Farley. Darian McCallister, Erin McC7allon, Lauren
Benson, Abigail Rowland. Breanna Bethel, Paige Paschall,
Emily Crouse. Kristen Oakley,
Lauren Wilson, Charlie Courtney and Gina Stenberg.
The KAAC State Governor's Cup finishes off a season of many awards for the
Calloway County Academic
Team. The sixth grade team
started with a first place win

Murray
resident
inducted
into Mortar
Board
MEMPHIS. Tenn. — Fani
McFarlen. a resident of Murray, Ky., was recently inducted into Rhodes College's chapter of Mortar Board. Founded
in 1918, Mortar Board is a
that nn-national hennognizes college seniors for their
achievements in scholarship,
leadership and service.

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the
Fl
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at Sixth Grade Showcase
Then, the Varsity team placed
second at both the diatriet and
regional Governor's Cup to
advance to the state tournament.
According to KAAC. Governor's Cup was founded in
1986 as a way to promote,
reward and recognize outstanding academic achievement.
Since then, over a quarter of
a million students have taken

part in the event.
Governor's Cup has become
the state's premier academic
event. involving over 20.000
students, nearly 1200 schools,
end thousands of coaches,
administrators, parents, and
community leaders who see
the rewards gained from encouraging academic performance
through properly structured and
professionally administered academic competition.

•
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Photo proceed
Pictured are Murray Elementary students who received the pawsitive reward on March 28.

Murray Elementary students earn rewards
Each week Murray Elementary students who earn -pawsitives" throughout the week
receive special rewards. Students selected from each class
meet with Principal Janet Caldwell for a fun activity every
Friday afternoon.

Students selected for March
28, were as follows:
PI: Reed Harrell, Nicholas
Welch, Allie Murphy, Marina
Smart;
P2: Nathaniel Joseph, Zakary
Mathis, John Smetana, Bryan
Holland, Zachary Hopkins. Sam

Snow;
P3: Kagan Hileman, Caleb
Rogers, McK;:nna Price, Tyler
Robinson, Weston Knight; ,
P4: Thomas Speed, Cecilt
Stone, Kennedy Jones, John
Seargent.

Arts training opportunities scheduled
The Kentucky Arts Council and
Cooperative
Extension
of the University of
Kentucky
is sponsoring three
opportunities for
those interNotes
ested in
the arts.
La Dawn Hale All workCalloway County shops, hatExtention Agent ed below.
forFamily &
will he
Consumer
held at the
UK
noences
Research
and Education Center in
Princeton.
Getting Started with a
Community Quilt Trail on
April I6 from 2 to 5 p.m.
Learn strategies for promoting community involvement tincluding youth) in a

quilt trail project. Learn
how to connect the quilt
trail project to local heritage.
tourism, and economic development. Learn the best practices for painting and mounting quilt squares.
Community Heritage Festivals on Apnl 17 from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m
Learn strategics for promoting community involvement (including youth) in a
connnunity heritage festival.
Learn strategies for presenting local/regional traditions
(agricultural, musical, food
ways, traditional arts, etc.)
through signage, narrative
stages, demonstrations and
hands on activities. Learn
strategies for presenting
local/regional history in a
festival setting. Learn strategies for presenting local
artists and craftsmen in a
community festival setting.
Writing Grants for the
Arts on April 16 from 2 to

5 p.m.
April 16: UK Research
and Education Center, Princeton, 2700-5:00PM
Is your non-profit organization, government agency or
school district considering
applying for a grant from
the National Endowment for
the Arts? If so. you are
invited to attend a free
workshop on writing these
grants for arts experiences in
underserved communities, arts
education, community murals
or festival's.
For more information and
to register, contact La Dawn
Hale at the Calloway County
Cooperative Extension Service at 753-1452.
Educational programs of
the Cooperative Extension
Service serve all people
regardless of race, color,
age. sex, religion, disability •
or national
,••••
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Effective Apfil 1, 2008
we will no longer sell gas.
We will still offer our some services
as we always have including:
*Oil Change • Lubrication
•Automotive Repair
*Hand Car Wash

Lauren l'eal

Localise 121 Ilerllo IL kiltaray Itemises It

Jump into Spring with a new
homefrom Brandon Realty!

OPEN HOUSES

Adam tvncilof-f
tnn Yates s
Andrew McClure
Nancy Robertson Sr,'
Terry Adams
kiary Grace Choukalas
rinan West
bratany Lamb &

Seeday, April 136• 1-3 p.a.

Mack buoy
Megan Jones es,
Aaron Storey

We thank you for your patronage and
continue to look forward to serving your
automotive needs in the future.

Canoe Lowe 6
,
Ross Wimi•lierlea)
r loabeth Fletcher tv
Michael Teague

4114pL "pi- 414i diMpi•

Mcin Price &'
Patrick Flokyhald

BNB Calumet Way - Saddle Creek Subdivision
Luxury of Space. Quality and design shines throughout
this magnificent home 4,200 sq. ft., 4 bedrooms baths
Immediate possession. kfLS #43369 1349,0O0

\CD
maturing?
Call today to find out more about a competitive
alternative to other savings plans - a fixed annuity from
Woodmen of the World
•Competitive interest rates
•Earnings compound tax deterred
•No taxes until withdrawal

Lindsay Atkins S
Russell Hughes
t•c
Shen
Michael Muck's-man

WOODMEN p.
"rWoRLD
Woothafn of the Workl gfe Insurance Scaler
Horne Oace °rant Netread
a...woodmen orii
Ii

Gail rricitl La+
Phil Gray

1005 South ltith Street
Location! Location! 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, ceramic tile. lam,nate & hardwood throughout. Come inside to experience
this most beautifully decorated home. ML6 *43402 $124,900

Megan I lok6s cs
['ten Murphy
Danyel
Tripp McCupston

The rate" interest late' for April is 4.4%
'The raie vanes mon** but is eutranteed to new be less than 3at.
Inquire about lockin rates ter 1-5 years
Shelia Crouse
By lesersome
Flied Repreeentallve Field Representative
270-753-4741
270-753-3422
skaousellesodesecorn benineameewoodman own

VVI-stney Smith S.
Adam Scott

Denisha [5riclges
Trevor Wetnik

kit
s

1500 Johnson Boulevard
Divine design with a contemporary flair. 3 bedrooms, 2
baths Seller relocating- quick possession !IF tvfLS 5121,900

Jennifer tvans
Drew Henry
[Seth Ann Dunavant ,yJustin Pounds
Rebecca noyd
tclwarcl Maoist
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Len Brandon Sweentn
Broker/Owner
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat 9.00 a m
Sat 10 15•ni
Sabbath School

ST MARKS ANGUCAN CHURCH
12(4 Madrid High.a. Benton KY C50215
979-517 SOW
Server
1000 a m
Fed Da) Sends coned the Rector 252.3310
APOSTOLIC
APOSTOLIC HOME roLowenn•
So oda).
(000 •.m
Diode)
6 45 p
Thumb.)
6 45 p m

1128WOLICII W
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Monung Worship l030•m
Sunday Evetung Worship 6,00 pm
Wednesday Bible Study
700 p m
WM?
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 -00 a m
Everung Womb*
600 pm
CHERRY CORNER
Sunda) School
10 a en
Worship
II am &6pm
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
946.m
Morning Servuga
ii 00
Evening Service.
6-00 p m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6 30 p m
Sunday School
10-00 a m
Worship Service
11.00 a.m
Sonde), Night
6:00 p.m
NUS GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
900 a m
Worship
10 00• & 6-00 p m
Discipleship Training
5-00 p m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday School
10-00 a m
Morning Worship
11-00 a.m
Afternoon Worship
6-00 p.m
Wed Bible Studs- & Youth 700 p m
rArre BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11-00•m
Evening Worship
6-00 pm
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00•en
Worskup
11 -00ana & 6-00pm
Wedneeday
7-00 p.m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
945 am
Worship 8.30 & 1065•in & 6 p m
PUNT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10700 a.m
Morning Wonihip
11-00.m
Evening Worship
6 46 p m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
930 pm
Worship
10.46 a.m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sundsy School
930 a m
Worship
10-45am & 6 p m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a m
Monona Worship
1 1 •in •6 p m
7p
Wednsaday
HAUER BAPTIST
Wank.
OAR 916 & 10-.30 am
Sun_ &Beak SIR 1/15 & 10.30•m.
Evening Worship
600 pm
Wednesday %Ma*
7pm
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunda,' School
930 a m
Worship
10300m & 630pm
530 pm
Church Training
Wedneoday Wondup
7-00 pm
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a en
Worship Servos 11 00•in & 6 p m
Wednesday
7-00 pm
RIBWY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Amana
5 30-7 311 p
Tremens Caen
5 46 p m
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
LEDSETTER NESIONART BAPTIST
Sunday School
10-00•m
Preaching
Ilam & 600pm
Wednesday Night
700 pm
uotrruoust BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
IS iso
ham Anpm
Viorship
Wednesday Womhip
irn pm
LOCUST GROVE
Surdas School
(0(6)• in
Morning Worthip
llam &fipm
Wednesday Worship
700 pm

LONE OAK PROUTIVE
1st Sunday
2-00 p m
3rd Snaky
200 p ro
BAPTIST
10 50• GI
Morning Tairsiip
600pin
Evening Wessidp

moiOSIAL

A Report Card
Of Life

MUNEEOM FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
030. ni
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
1100• rn
Evening Worship
600 p m
NORTH/UDE
Morning Worshm
10 00•m
Evening Worship
600pm.

In order to help children while in
school, parents

will often

tell

them to work hard and do their
best to help prepare them for their

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10-00• m
Worship
II•m & 6 pm

future. In addition, the students
receive report cards on scheduled

OAS GROVE
Sunday School
Worship

in the various classes in which

days to document their progress
10• m
& 7 pm

they participate. Adequate study-

HARVEST LAND
MINUMUCS INTERNATIONAL
Tuesdays Bible Study
7pm
Saturdays Spintual Training 6 p m
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p m

MASON'S CHAPEL mar=
Sunday School
10-00 pm
11.00•m
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 690 p

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
Thuraday Night
700 p.m
Sunday Morning
1000•ni
Sunday Evening
7 00 p m

PALESTINE UNITED
10.00 a m
Sunday School
1100am
Worship

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3p m
Sunday
Wednesday
7p

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNTIED
990• m
Worship
Sunday School
II 00 a m

CHURCH OF THE LIVING G013
Bible School
9300 IT
Worship
1130•rn & 7 pm
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m
7 p.m
Friday Worship

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9.45 a m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10 45 cm

HARMONY MENNONTIE CHURCH
I I 7 miles weal of Loma Gm.
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
1046 a.m
Evening Service
7 30 p.m.

OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10.00•m
Preaching
1100. m
Prayer Service
530 p m
Church
600 p to
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10.,,
Worship 8-45 a m & 11 a m & 6 p.m
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
930•m
Worship
1030 a m & 6 p.m
Wad Night MIAs Stud)
7 CC p
SCOTTS GROVE
SUOthly School
945 •.m
Worship Service
10:45 a.m
Evatung Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7-00 pm
Pnyer & Pn.ung for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat 6 p.m .10 p.m.

kind to others? Are we forgiving and generous with our
loved ones and friends? Do we reflect a good example to

SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p
Wednesday
7 p.m

our children and coworkers? Do we try to follow God's
laws and attend our church or synagogue on a regular
basis? By being a better person today we will have less

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11.00am.
Wednesday Evening
6 30 p

anxiety and fear of the day when we are eventually called
to
an account of our lives. And someday, we may

XIIIWW11 WITIUMWS

SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10•m
Worship
11 a ro 6.30 p m
Wednesday
7 p.m
SPRING Cams
Sunday School
900 a.m
Worship Service.
10•m
Discipleship Training
6 p rn
ST JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Wondup

ing and preparation for tests is
essential for learning, gives the
child more confidence and is associated with less anxiety
and fear each time these report cards are issued. Similarly,
our walk through life is preparation for our final report
card, when someday we will have to meet our Heavenly
Father. Each day of our lives, we are given tests that can
help make us better individuals. Although we do not
receive ongoing reports on the conduct of our lives, we
should have a strong sense that we are doing exactly what
God wants us to do. Are we being compassionate and

give

hear the Lord tell us, "you have been a good and faithful
servant, come into my house and share my happiness."

r.arimuc
ST BESET CATHOLK CHURCH
Saturday Mass
400 pm
Sunday Mass
10-30•m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Satindsy Maas
600 pm
Sunday Manes
8•rn & 11 • m

AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
II•m &fipm
ibble Study Sundry
10•co
Filble Study Wednesday
7pm
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
9-00 a m
Worship Service
;0 15 a m
MURAT CHRISTIAN FELIANISHIP
Bible School
9 30• m
Worship
10 30• ni
Enema Service
6 00 p

MVOICI= MED
Sunday School
10 30•in
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 p m
2nd Wednesday
7 30 p

GEM W WNW
ALISO CHURCH OS CHRIST
Etsble School
900• m
Morning Worship
950•m
Evening Worship
600 p.m

NEW LIPS CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10 30• m
Wednesdays
7 00 pm
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
1000 am
Sunday School
10-I5 am
Worship
1100.,,

JIGIOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Tsai
9 30 a m
Watchtower Sturdy
11/30•M

LIITIEBAN

That in the Lord, and do good...

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Bible Study
900 a.m
Worship
10.30 a tri

R.S.V Psalm 37:3

930• m
11 a to

SUGAR CHEER
Sunday School
10• rn
11..,,. Is 6 p
W'orekups
Wednesday
7p
WEIR FORE
Morning Worship
11700•m
Wednesday Evemng
7700 p.m
Sundey
690 p m
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9-30• m
Worship
10 30.m & 6 p.m
Wedneeday
7 p.m
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10• m
Worship
11 arn & 6 pm
Wednesday
7 p ro
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sued.), Schoes
10 m
Ibm &Spin
Worship
Wednesday
7 pm

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worslup 10 30 am &fipm
Wedntrode, Family Training
7p m

aorrosErr
COLDWATER CHURCH Or CHRIST
Sunday School
*30 a m
Morn,c4 1Varr.hip
1015 a.m
Evening Worslup
600 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
7700 p.m.
DETRE
Sunday School
9.30 naa.
Warship
10-30•m 66410 pm
Wednesday
7700 pin.
FRIENDSHIP
Bible Study
10..,,
Worship
1lncr&Gpm
Wednesday W.r•ks,
7pm
I,
GREEN MAIN
Bible Study
1000.m.
Morning Service
1045 •.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7.00 p m
HAZ211. CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9-00, to
Morning Worship
9-50•m
Evening Worsinp
600 p m
blid•Wesk Worship
7330 p m
HICKORY GROVE MRCS Of CROW
Sunday Bible Class
900 •.m
Morning Wordup
1000• m
Wectneoday Night
700 p
KERREY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10700 •.rn
Morning Worship
1060 •.m
Evening Wm-Jun
7-00 p.m
,Sunday & 3fiedne•days)
ITT OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000 a m
Morning Worship
11 -00• m
Evening Worship
600 p m

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:46 arn
Evening Worship
690 p.m
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OR=ET
Worship
5•m,9 am & 6 p m
Bible Study
10:15 am
We. Bible Study
7 p.m
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10.- 60 a m
Evening Woredup
600 p m
UNTVERSTTY
Bible Clamed
900•in
wood.,
50-Oil sea. a 0.351 p.m
WNW MURRAY
Morning Worship
1050•m
Evening Worship
600 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
900•m
Evening
6700 p.m
Wednesday
700 p.m.

WISW WOW MIST
11111
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Prisethood
1000• m
Sunday School
1110am
Sacrament Mortal,"
II 10 p ro
DISON1111
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
0 30•M
Sunday School
9 00•en
'Nader
12 00 p

111302311110/T

NEW CONCORD
Wordop
950•ni & 6 pm
Bible Classes
9• m
Wednesday
7 p to
NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
9700•m
Worship
& 6:00 p
1000
Wed Bible Study
700 p tn.

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 00•rn

PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
1045•m
Evening Worship
6-00 p m

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Woralup
10-00•to
Wednesday Home Grain 6-00 p m

CHRISTIAN COODIUNTIT CHURCH
Worship Sunday
10 30•m
Children's Sunday School II 00 a m

wren,UNTIED
Morning Worship
9-30•m
Sonde). School
10.30•m
2mt & 4th Sun Night
600 p.m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sundoy School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11330 a.m
lot & 3rd Sun Night
6-00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
1100•m
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Serene
9 50•m
o
DEXTIOLHARDIN UNTIED
Contemporary Service
900•m
Bible Study
1000•m
Regular Worship
11 00•m
FIRST mars')METHODIST
Worship
845& 'Ism
Sunday School
9 50• m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship Service
11 00 a in
GOMM:METHODIST
Sunday School
9-GO •m
Morrun Worship
1000 a m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
1100 a m
Morning Woralup
946 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNTIED
Sunday School
1003•m
Morning Worship
II 00•m
KIMSEY UNTIED
Sunday School
1000am
Morning Worship
1100•m
LYNN GROVE
Sunday school
900• m
Morning Worship
930 a m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
WI-m.151p Service
900 a m
Sunday School
10300m

TEMPLE HILL UNTIED
Sunday School
9(0) am
Preaching
1000•m

WOMEN CHAPEL ARE CHURCH
10 00• so
Sunday School
Morning Service
11 Slam

11112111313
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9.46•m
Morning Worslup
1045•m
Everung Worship
6.00 pm
Wednesdai) Worship
6:30 gm

PCIITICWSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
1000 a m.
Church
11-00 a m & 6-00 p m
Wednesday
7190 p.m
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Worship Service
11.00 a m
Sonday Night
500 p
Wednesday Night
7.00 p.m
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 a m
Wordup
1100 a.m. & 6.30 p m
Wed Evening & Youth Service 7 00 p m
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
II am & 6 pm
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
1000 a m
Worship
lI0O..ni
Wednesday Worship
7-00 p
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
1000•m
Worship
Ilam 67 p.m
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
600 p.m
Worship
1030•in & 6 p m
MURRAY FIRST UNTIED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School & Woralup
10 a m
Evening Woraup
((p...'
Wednesday
7 pm
NAM G30N010111/1
Sunday Worship 0 Service
10•m
Worship Sun 6 p m & Wed 7 p m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
1000 a m
Worship
1050 am &6poo
Wednesday Worship
7 pm

111(111/:!
.
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Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
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UNTIED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10-00•m
Worship Service
11-00-7-30 pm

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9130• m
Worship
10 45 a m

Si

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000• m
Worship Service
11 00• m

sin

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
1000•m
Worship
11 00• m

are

wil

OAR GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRZSBYTIOUAN CHURCH
Sunday School
1000• m
Worship Semite
11 am &6pm
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10-00• m
Woralup
1100•m &630 pm
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Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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Professional Sound ft Video row

I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
- Phil. 4:13

Thornton lilt) and Marble
()lir

is ()pen

701 Main St.• Murray • 753-5273
tire

nrrs BLOCK

Murray Appliance
and TV

BEADY MIX CO.

"Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer"
212 E. Main St.• 753-1586

Bwiding Biocks S Reedy Ma Concrptp
East Main Street

9

ain 311-

C

CHlii
"Fa F-,71•0006-644)EEF,

,s
'"'167&•

1400 N. 12TH• MURRAY, KY•753-6448

linEit oER & TIMES
(270)753-1916• vnrwmarrayiedger.ocas

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
--Roman'." 10:8

753-3540

fight,ve
fnoisughdt the good
I
e,I
have
ha
vevefi
kept the faith.
- 2 Thnothy 4:7

CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944

Here To
Help Yours.

Our Family Is

17,7 W. Maim • Murray • 270-753-1%2

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Carr with a Personal Touch

248 S.6th St.• Murray, KY •(270)7514560

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
- John 14:3

al

iger & 'times
Niurrm Ledger & limes

111111100

Friday. April 11. NOS • 9. -.
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wm*.mturrayledger.com

ILL UNITED
10-00 am
11.00•m
evict. 6.30 p ru

e-mail: jo.burkeen.marrayledger.com

In our

Cliorthaulletins

CHURCHES

Various

churche!.

have

released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:

UNITED
10-00 a.rn
1100 a.m

Goshen

Methodist: Rev.
Earhean, pastor, will
about "The Voice of
Life" with scripture from John
10:1-10 at the 9 a.m. worship service with Tom Villaflor
as the pastor's assistant. Pat

'EL UNITED
910•m
II 00 a m

Mark
speak

1.1.4T GROVE
945. m
1045 m

and Patricia Lea will be greeters.
Serving as acolytes will be
Elizabeth and Nicholas Brunn.
Children's church will be directed by Carol Brunn. Apnl Arnold
will sing a solo. "You Are My

L UNITED
9-00 am
1000 a.m.

AXE CHURCH
10,00 a.m
11-00 a.m.

Hiding Place," and also direct
the choir with Pat Brunn, Renee
Doyle and C'arla Halkias as
accompanists. Sunday School
with Tim Chaney as superintendent will be at 1015 a.m.
The night service and the
Goshen-Kirksey youth will be
at Kirksey United Methodist
Church it 6 p.m.

IfURCH
9.45•m
10-45•m.
600 pm
6-30 p.m

IM1119

First United Methodist:

LOWSHIP
GOD
1000 a.m.
& 6-00 p m
7.00 pro

Rev Richard Smith, pastor, will
speak about "You Shall Be My
Witnesses," with scripture from

Matthew 28:16-20 and Acts 1:8-

WC/LW
.CHURCH
1000. m
11.00 a m
500 p m
7 00 p m

Pastor Marvin Barner and Family

Greater Hope will install
new pastor on Sunday

RIMS
1000, m
im & 630pm
ervire 700 pm

Greater Hope Missionary
Baptist Church. 711 River Rd..
off South Fourth Street. Murray, will hold an installation
service on Sunday at 4 p.m.
for the newly elected pastor.
Rev. Marvin Bamer, at the
church.
Pastor Barner was the assoelate pastor of Liberty Baptist
Church, Clarksville, Tenn.,
before coming to Greater Hope,
where he was responsible for
preaching and teaching and
providing leadership for cornmunity outreach and congre-

ITAL CHURCH
1000 a.m
1 a.m. & 6 pm
RT UPC
10-00•m
1100am
7-00 p.m
MAUR
1000•m
lam & 7 p.m

NTECOSTAL
600 pm
0am &fipm

r UNITED
CHURCH
am
10•m
6 p.m
7p

:WAD
vice
loam
& Wed 7 p m

AN CENTER
10 00•in
3am & 6 pm
7p

11CORTAL
XMICORD
1000•m
11-00.7 30 pm

CRAIN

TrJUAN
9.30 a m
10.4s am

,jj., gational evangelism develop-

graessie -of

""' ment. He is a
Moody Bible InstituttAtiCtago, Ill., and also a graduate
.. of
Georgetown
University.
Washington. D.C. He is also

L

Bell City
Baptist Church
plans quarterly
singing Sunday
Bell

City Baptist Church
conduct
its
quanerl)
singing on Sunday at 5 p.m.
Bob Nance. music director,
will be in charge. Music groups
are invited to participate.

will

AND
10-00 a m
1100 am
GROVE
1000 a.m
11 00• m

LIDERLAND
CHURCH
1000•m
•rt, &Opm

RLAND
10-00• m
m & 6 30 p m

A meal will be served immediately following the singing for
all who attend.

I Touch

759-9500

Ceiiiiii..

Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, senior minister, will speak about "Jesus
Loves Me, This I Know!' with
scripture from John 13:34-35
and Galatians 2:20 at the 9

a.m. worship service and about
"Singing with Grace in Your
Hearts to the Lord" with scripture from Colossians 3:16-17
at the 6 p.m worship service

Arnold will be
guest speaker
at Big Rock
Church
BIG ROCK, Tenn. -- Brian
mold of Branson. Mo.. gospel
Inger. songwriter, musician and
mister, will be ministering
n both word and song on
unday at II a.m. at Big Rock
aptist Church, Big Rock.

!ace for
zke you
may be

ing able to pursue sports
nously, he turned to the piano.
ntering college on a full music
holarship. Then at the age
26. he was involved in a

In 14:3

hicular accident which paryzed his left drIll from the
iulder down. He plays the
no with one hand

give the children's sermon. The
observance of he The Lord's
Supper will be at the evening
hour. Micah Sugg is youth director. Assisting will be Charles
Long, deacon of the week, and
Jimmy Kirnbro, Brian White,
Brian

McCuiston and

On First" with scripture from

will be

FREE BURIAL SPACE
Veterans Who Have Honorably Served
Their Country In Time of War or Peace.

*

r

41,,ifivbstiotio

1.,01011/C the contribution. Kentucky Veterans have made to the liberty we ethos we are asstgnIng grave spaces in
Munay Memonal Garden. cemetery As an honorably discharged Veteran of the t Tnotd States Armed boy-es, you may
be qualified for Free Burial Spate However, you niusi register for this You must he able to shoor proof of Honorable
1h...barge there are a lima.' number of Veterans spaces available Certificates for spaces will be issued on a first
,orne. first serve bans fo assure reservations, dip & mad the registration below

Without obligation I would like to receive information on the following:
Li Veteran's Hee Bunal Site
Li Veteran and Spouse Burial Site
Li Veteran's Benefits Pamphlet and Family Record Guide
J Emergency Crisis Guides

Zip:
Yew Discharged:
Number in Family:

3223 US Hwy.641 N., Murray, KY • 270-753-2654
*

*

*

*

*

*

at the 9 a.m. worship service.
Musicians will be Ricky Cunningham and Glenn Hill. Sunday School will be at 10:30
a.m. Coffee Break and Discussion Type Bible Study is each
Thursday at 10 a.m. and a fellowship meal will be on the

•See Page 10A

*

*

*

Menus for die venous lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools
and Murray City Schools for the week of April 14-18 have been
released by Pat Lane and Bridge( laszenko, food service directors
respectively.
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availability of
food, are as follows:

Willie

Dick. ushers. Sunday Schisol
will be at 9130 a.m.' •
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Bro. Alan Trull,
pastor, will speak about "Who's

NOTICE TO ALL VETERANS

*

Martin's Chapel United
Methodist: Rev. Gene Burkeen, pastor, will speak about
-The Christian Life -What Is
It?" with scripture from Acts
2:42-47 and 1 Peter 2:19-25

Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m, and the 6
p.m. worship services. Henry
Nance is minister of music
with Oneida White, Sherry Fortner and Kathy Garrison as
accompanists. Teddy Futrell will
sing a selection at the morning service. Eddie Morris will

*

*

The Lord's Supper will be at
the 6 p.m. service. Dee and
Kathy I.ipford will lead the worship service with Hazel Brandon, Susan Reynolds, Dee Lipford and Carol Kelly as accompanists. Sunday School for all
ages will be at 10 a.m.

conate.

1 mile off Hwy 641 on the corner of the Green Plain
and Murray Paris Roads

*

Poplar
Spring
Baptist
Church: Bro. Dennis Norvell,
pastor, will speak about "Don't
Worry, Trust God" with scripture from Matthew 6:25-34 at
the 8:45 and II a.m. worship
services. The observance of

Chamberlain, elders; Larry Benton, Tory Daughrity, Theda Farris, Rebecca Landolt, Eric
Roberts and Don Wilson, dia-

3980 Murray Paris Road • Hazel, KY 42049
270-492-8206

*

Methodist:

Sunday School will be at II
d.111.

worship service. Assisting will
be Amanda Carter, worship
leader; Dave Eldredge and Don

There will be a fellowship mealfollowing the Sunday Morning worship SerViCe

Name:
Address:
City
Branch of Service:
Telephone:

Hazel United

John 10:1-18 at the 10:15 a.m.

April 13-17, 2008

Amod lost his lower left
eg in a lawn mowing accient at the age of 6 and not

a meal.

ice. Johnna Nance will be in
charge of Children's Church.
Toni Jones is accompanist and
J.W. Jones is worship leader.

GOSPEL, MEETING
Green Plain
Church of Christ

•

Myatt will be lay leader with
Larry Chrisman and Johnny
Underwood as ushers. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. Jeanine Cauthen will conduct a
Beth Moore Bible Study each
Wednesday at 7 p.m. and the
youth service on Wednesday
will begin at 6:30 p.m with

First Christian: Dr. Charles
L. Rolen, senior minister, will
speak about "Caution: God Al
Work!" with scripture
from

You are cordially invited to attend a

Our Speaker

ship service. Alyssa Jones,
youth director, will present the
Youth Moments. The choir will
sing "It's Me, It's Me 0 Lord"
with Karen Coles and Sharon
Myatt, accompanists. Tanner
Williams will also present special music. Frank Coles will
be worship leader and Jimmy

Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
a m

Service Times;
Sunday Morning - 10:00 a.m.; 10:45 a.m. • Sunday Evening - 7:30 p.m.
Monday-Thursday Evenings - 7:00 p.m.

Calloway County.

EA
:APY

Dinner will be served at the
Weaks
Community .
Poplar Street, Murray, when
the guests arrive.

the children's message at both
services. Also assisting will be
Susan Blackford, Daniel Hopkins and Gary Vacca at the
first service and Paula Hulick
at the second service.

Acts 8:9-24 at the 11 a.m. wor-

Rev. Alan Trull, pastor, will
speak about "Who's On First'?"
with scripture from Acts 8:924 at the 9:45 a.m, worship serv-

Spring revival
scheduled
at Symsonia
Church Monday

speakers and special music each
night, according to the pastor,
Bro. Rick Miller, formerly of

1-751.1%2

Hope

Most Holy," at the second service. Holly Bloodworth and will
Blackford will sing -Glory" at
the first service Acolytes will
be Rhonda Wicker and Ami Carson. Kristen Shepard will give

ter, will speak about "Prayer,
the Abundant Lite with scripture from John 10:1-10 at the
II a.m, worship service. Camme
Cain will be song leader with

lv-ie Powell

day and continuing through
Wednesday with services at 7
p.m. each night.
This will feature various

re To

pursuing a Ph.D. in business
technology and Biblical The ology,
The pastor' is joined by his
wife. Paulnetta, a juvenile probation officer for the state of
Tennessee, and one son. Brian.
and two daughters, Katitlynn
and Kayla.
The guests for the service
on Sunday will be Pastor Gene
Vaughn and his congregation
from
Liberty
Church.
Clarksville. Tenn.. where Pastor Bamer was the associate
pastor before coming to Greater

Dr. Pamela Wurgler is director of music with Joan Bowker as organist who will play
an organ/piano duet, "0 Lord

North
Pleasant
Grove
Presbyterian:
Cumberland
Rev. Charles Westfall, minis-

Rev. William Dodson. pastor, invites the public to attend

SYMSONIA. Ky. — Symsoma Baptist Church will has c'
a spring revival starting Mon-

En co.

9 at the Early Light service
at 8:45 a.m and the traditional worship service at II a.m.

Leading the song service will
be Todd Walker, associate minister. Also assisting will be
Garry Evans, involvement minister, Nick Hutchens, youth minister, James Gibson, Harry Milton, Grundy Falwell, Joel Fisher, Jay Stark, Nick Ryan, Chris
Satterwhite, Jim Green, Tommy
Phillips, Jimmy Ford, Bud
Gibbs and Edmond Gamble. A
short worship service will be
at 5 a.m. and Bible classes at
10:15 a.m.

* * *

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementarkas - Monday - P0Ptart, milk; Tuesday - applesauce milk, Wednesday - muffin,
milk; Thursday - apple, peanut butter; Friday - muffin. milk.
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available daily) Monday - pancakes w/syrup. sausage; Tuesday cinnamon roll; Wednesday - oatmeal. Poptart. Thursday biscuit wisausage gravy. Friday
muffin Lunch (assailed
vegetables, chef salad. fruits and milk served daily) Monday
- cheese pizza, green beans, peaches, Tuesday - grilled
cheese sandwich. tater tots, applesauce, Wednesday - cneeseburger. French fnes, lettuce. tomato, pickle, Jell°. Thursday mini corn dogs. hashbrown casserole, macaroni and cheese.
ale slaw. Friday - tuna salad sandwich, tater tots, garden
salad w/dressing.
Elementaries - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast. yogurt,
fruit Juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit. Tuesday : pancakes w/syrup; Wednesday - biscuit wisausage gravy. Thursday - breaklasi pizza. Friday cinnamon roll Lunch (assorted vegetables, fruit, chef salads
milk served daily) Monday - sausage. egg and biscuit, breaded chicken sandwich. grilled cheese sandwich, Tuesday pizza, fish sandwich peanut butter and jetty sandwich, Wednesday - chicken nuggets w/roll. pimento cheese sandwich, yogurt
and animal crackers, Thursday - taco salad, hot dog, peanut
butter and lolly sandwich, Friday - chicken and noodles, hamburger, grilled cheese sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (fruits. fruit Juice, toast, cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - steak biscuit, Tuesday - breakfast
burrito. Wednesday - pancakes w/syrup; Thursday - oatmeal,
Poptart. Friday - biscuit w/sausage gravy Lunch (assorted
vegetables, chef salad. fruits and milk served daily) Monday
- chicken faiita. hot ham and Swiss sandwich, turkey and
cheese sandwich. Tuesday - spaghetti wfTexas toast. BBO
nbette sandwich. ham and cheese sandwich. Wednesday oven fried chicken w/roll. corn dog, submanne sandwich. Thursfish nuggets w/hiish puppies, gnIled chicken sandwich,
day
turkey and cheese san.wich; Friday - sliced turkey vogravy •v,
and roll, hamburger, ham and cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast. poptarts,
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - chicken biscuit;
Tuesday - French toast sticks w/syrup. Wednesday - ham
and cheese biscuit; Thursday - biscuit Yr/sausage gravy. Friday - cinnamon raisin biscuit. Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits.
vegetables, deli sandwiches, hamburgers and Milk served daily)
- Monday - oven fned chicken w/roll. gnlled cheese sandwich;
Tuesday - chili cheese fnes. Laker wrap. Wednesday - taco
salad w/Mexican corn bread, chicken patty sandwich; Thursday - chicken quesadilla. Chuckwagon sandw,ch, Friday
chicken spaghetti w/cheese biscuit, turkey sandwich
MURRAY CITY
Elementary - Breakfast (cereal, toast, juice and milk served
daily) Monday - scrambled eggs Tuesday - breakfast bagel.
Wednesday - pancake on stick w/syrup. Thursday - sausage
biscuit. Friday - Honey bun Lunch (canned or fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and low fat milk served daily) Monday - Hammy Sammy, chili cnspito. Tuesday - walking
taco, breaded chicken petite. Wednesday - steak nuggets
w/roll. chef salad w/crackers: Thursday - chicken and dumplins,
corn dog. Friday - stuffed crust pizza, tuna salad plate
Middle - Breakfast (toast. cereal and milk served daily)
Monday - s.crambled eggs. Tuesday - breakfast bagel. Wednesday - pancake on stick w/syrup: Thursday - sausage biscuit;
Friday - Honey bun Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad,
fruits and milk served daily) Monday - ham and cheese wrap,
chili cnspoto; Tuesday - beef nachos. breaded chicken pattie.
Wednesday
steak nuggets wiroll. chef salad wicrackers:
Thursday
oven fried chicken, corn dog. Friday - stuffed
crust pizza. tuna salad plate.
High - Breakfast (toast, cereal. juice and milk served daily)
Monday - breakfast pizza, Tuesday - biscuit and gravy;
Wednesday - pancake and sausage on stick; Thursday sausage biscuit, Friday scrambled egg breakfast wrap.
Lunch (hamburger. cheeseburger. 0;zza. cooked and fresh
vegetables, canned and fresh fruit and low fat milk served
daily) Monday - submanne sandwich, breaded chicken sandwich; Tuesday - beef nachos, chef salad with dressing. crackers: Wednesday
spaghetti w/meat sauce, chicken salad
plate. Thursday
galaxy pizza, chef salad w/dressing, crackers; Friday - sweet n' sour chicken w/egg roll and white rice,
corn dog

WORSHIP
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What would Jesus say about smoking?
• Question: isn't it a sin
to smoke? lilt's not, It
Pugh( to be. What would
$esus my about smoking?
Answer: When I was
roung, it seemed that there
were as
many
Christians
who
smoked
tobacco as
non-Christians.
Strong condemnation
from the
pulpit
iWhat Would angered
Jesus Do? people and
brought
By Richard
; Youngblood, few
changes
in
Minister at
the number
University
of smokers.
Church of
Smokers
Christ
generally
argued that
tmoking had not been
proven to be harmful to our
health. Christians who
smoked insisted that smoking
Was a matter of personal
'opinion and that preachers
ould stop meddling.
. However, the second half

of the twentieth century produced overwhelming evidence
that tobacco causes cancer as
well as lung diseases and
heart disease. Also, it is a
major contributor to many
other human diseases and illnesses. In more recent
years, studies have demonstrated the highly-addictive
nature of nicotine. Although
many continue to sn.3ke, I
have heard no one defend
smoking in a long time.
Biblically speaking, there
is no direct statement that
says smoking is a sin. But
this does not mean there are
no spintual principles violated by Christians who continue the practice. Many modern sins are not specified in
the Bible, but God's eternal
moral laws encompass principles that include them (For
an example of how to interpret God's laws, see
Corinthians 9:9-12).
I believe Jesus would
point out that the body of a
Christian is the temple of
the Holy Spirit of God.
The apostle Paul spoke of
sexual Immorality as sin
conunited against our bodies.
He then explained: "Do you

not know that your body is
a temple of the Holy Spirit,
who is in you, whom you
have received from God?
You are not your own; you
were bought at a price.
Therefore honor God with
your body" (I Corinthians
6:19-20; cf. 3:16-17). A
Christian who willfully does
harm to his body by smoking, sexual immorality or
other harmful practices IS
dishonoring God's Holy Spirit that lives in him.
Even if smoking were not
destructive to our bodies, it
would be wrong for Christians because its addictive
nature enslaves smokers.
The Bible says: "Everything
is permissible for me'-- but
not everything is beneficial.
'Everything is permissible for
me'-- but I will not be mastered by anything" II
Corinthians 6:12). Smokers
often claim they can quit
anytime they want, but few
quit without help.
In addition, a Christian
should be concerned about
the kind of influence her
smoking habit has on other
people. Jesus commanded
his followers to be "the salt

of the earth" and "a light to
the world" so as to bring
glory to God (Matthew 6.- 1416). A child of God is
commanded, "In everything
set them an example by
doing what is good" (77tu.s
2:7). How can a parent
influence his children for
good and effectively teach
them to stay free from habitforming substances like alcohol and illegal drugs when
he is himself addicted to
nicotine?
Finally, Jesus taught us to
be wise managers of the
money and material things
we have (Luke 12:13-21;
16:1-15, 19-31). Cigarettes

er friends will know that
they are loved and that we
pray for them often. I pray
that they will seek the help
of God and his guidance to
find medical and psychological help to overcome this
harmful addiction. I stand
ready to pray with you,
encourage you and help you
in any way that I an
Pk /SC don't give up on
yourself or reject the loving
concern of your Christians
friends.
Send questions or comments
to University Church of Christ,
801 N. 12th, Murray, KY 42072
or phone 270-753-1881.

•Bulletins ...
From Page 9A

third Thursday of the month.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist: Rev. Gene Burkeen, pastor, will speak about
"The Christian Life - What Is
It" with scripture from Acts
2:42-47, 1 Peter 2:19-25 and
John 10:1-10 at the I I a.m. worship service. Judy Lamb will
be pianist with Denise Schuttler as choir director. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Church
University
of
Christ: Richard Youngblood,
minister, will speak about "Why
Is I So Hard to Forgive" with
scripture from Ephesian.s 4:3132 at the 10 cm. worship sexyice and also will speak at the
5 p.m. worship service. Assisting will be Danny Claiborne,
worship leader, Keith Hays,
Man Hale and Jeff Duman.
Bible classes will be at 9 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: Rev
Jim Simmons will speak at the
10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Aaron Tnbou is minister
of music with Bobbie Burkeen
as pianist. Sunday School will
be at 4 a.m. and youth and
children's activities will begin
at 5 p.m.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will
speak about "Relationships: The
Big Picture" with scripture from
Mar* 12:28-31, Romans 12:3
and Philippians 2.3-5 at the
10:30 4.41. worship service and
about "Vie.lationaiipa: Tim Big
more information about the Step" with scripture from
Opry's show schedule, visit the Romans 12:1-3 at the 6 p.m.
w ehsi t e. worship service. Tommy Scott
is music director. The choir
www.kentuckyopry.com.

Legacy Five will present concert
DRAFFENV1LLE. Ky. —
Dove Award-nominated Southern Gospel recording artists
Legacy Five will be in concert Friday, April 18, at 7:30
p.m. at the Kentucky Opry.
Legacy Five was founded
in 2000 by Scott Fowler and
the late Roger Bennett, two
former members of one of
Southern Gospel music's most
legendary groups, the Cathedrals.
Over the past eight years,
Legacy Five has scored multiple top ten hits and won
numerous fan awards from the
Singing News magazine. Their
song "I Stand Redeemed" was
nominated for a Dove Award
for Southern Gospel Recorded
Song of the Year in 2001.
- Proceeds from this concert
will benefit WVHM, a listener-supported
24-hour-a-day,
seven-day-a-week
southern
gospel station in Hardin. In
addition to its main sigial at
90 5 FM, WV1-1M has FM Tenn.
translators in Madisonville,
To reserve tickets for the conCentral City and Hopkinsville cert, call the Kentucky Opry
in Kentucky and in Union City, at (270) 527-3869, and foi

are very expensive, and yet
almost every week individuals with the strong smell of
tobacco smoke go to churches asking far help with food
and money to pay their utility bills. They can't buy
food, but they always manage to buy cigarettes.
In spite of these words in
condemnation of smoking,
do have sympathy for those
who are addicted to nicotine.
I know that it is extremely
difficult to break free from
this habit. Thankfully, we
have a God of grace who
loves us and is willing to
patiently work with us. I
sincerely pray that my smok-

will sing "Sweet Aroma of
Praise" and Melissa Wynn will
present special music at both
the morning and evening hours.
Assisting will be Tommy Hoke
and Jinuny Felts, deacons of
the week. Sunday School will
be at 9-30 a.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev.
David M. Montgomery, co-pastor, will speak about "Daily
Lives of Abundant Living" with
scripture from Acts 2:42-47 at
the 1045 cm. worship service. Todd Hill is choir director with Kala Dunn as pianist.
Andi Denney will sing a solo,
"Day By Day" accompanied
by Stepen Mongomery, drum,
ano Todd Hill, string bass.
Assisting will be Carol Allen,
liturgist, and Donald Fleming,
Jean Lindsey and Terry and
Ian Holmes, ushers. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
and Korean worship at 4 p.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: Rev.
Ryker Wilson, pastor, will speak
about "TRUST..Jesus" with
scripture from 1 Peter 1:3-13
at the II cm, worship service and about "Extraordinary
Love" with scripture from
Romans 8:31-29 at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Jennifer Wilson will sing a solo, "Call on
Jesus" and Barry Thomas will
give the children's sermon at
the morning hour when the
ordinance of The Lord's Supper will be observed. Bro WilKin win give spacial music at
the evening hour when SWC
youth meet downstairs and
Kid's Bible Adventure upstairs.
Calvary lemple: Rev. James
Rayburn, Kentucky district bish-

op of the Pentecostal Church
of God, will be the speaker at
the II a.m worship service. Bu4
and Ruby Stewart will bi
greeters. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m. Children will
attend The Son Zone, directed
by JoAnn Crenshaw. The 5.1
Zone youth service , Juniti
Youth at 7 p.m. and adults
will meet in the sanctuary fen
Wednesday Bible study.
•
South Pleasant Grove Unit.
ed Methodist: Rev. Robert Jet'
ton, pastor, will speak about
"The Lord Will Provide" with
scripture from Romans 8:2$,
James 5:16-18, 1 Kings 17:116. 11 Corinthians 9:8 and Luke
22:35 at the 10:45 cm. worship service. Sunday School will
b e at 9:45 a.m. and evening
worship at 6 p.m.
First Baptist: Dr. Henry
Webb, pastor, will speak about
"A Yoke that Fits" with scripture from Matthew 11:28-30 at
the 8:30 and 10:55 a.m. worship SerVICCS and about —The
Model Prayer" at the 6 p.m.
worship service. Kent Jackson
is music director with Lucretia Jackson and Margaret
Wilkins as accompanists, assisted by the Praise team at the
early service. The sanctuary
choir will sing "Here I A
Lord" and Amy Brown will
sing a solo at the second service. Assisting will be Boyd
Smith, pastor of students. Gregg
Travis asisi Allen Fowler, dea-

50Qary Garth and Paul
Lyons. Children's Church will
be at 9 a.m., Sunday School
will be at 9:45 a.m. and
AWANA at 5 p.m.

cons,
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• Rock Climbing Wall
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• Indoor Skate Park
• Inflatables
• Exercise Demonstrations
• Prizes • Summer Camp
Registration

• Total Lipid Profile
requires a 12 hr fast

• Diabetes
• Vision/Glaucoma
• Prostate
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• Osteo Heel Scan
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• Blood Pressure
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• Body Composition
• And Much More!!!

Free T-Shirts to the
first 400 participants!

Altaitay, Ui
Sponsored by

Come visit the many Informational
booths on a variety of health topics.
You may also Join in the 1 Mile
Family Fun Run / Walk,
beginning at 11 a.m.
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RACER FOOTBALL

MSU QB
cited for
second degree
robbery

"What's given me inspiration to make myself90 /5 what
she's gone through. When 9think about her,9think,
'gosh,9could have run atleast two more miles.'"

-Catherine Sivas

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Jeff Ehrhardt, sophomore quarterback,
was cited Wednesday after allegedly
bumping a Racer Patrol officer from
behind and stealing his ticket book
Wednesday around 7:15 p.m in the
intramural field parking lot.

CITATION ISSUED
FOR COURT DATE,
NO ARREST MADE
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
A Murray State University football player
was issued a citation and charged with robbery earlier in the week.
According to a uniform citation issued by
the MSU Public Safety department, Racer
sophomore quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt
allegedly bumped a Racer Patrol officer from
behind and stole his eletet• hes* Wedneaday

around 7:15 p.m. in thOntramural field parking lot.
Ehrhardt, from St. Louis Mo., was
charged with second degree robbery. He is
scheduled to appear in court on April 29 at 9
m. He was not arrested, but issued a court
sate by Public Safety.
".: According to Major Jody Cash Public
aaftey. "After considering the facts of the
se and consulting with the prosecutor's
ffice, we decided to issue a citation in lieu
41- physical arrest. By receiving a citation,
r. Ehrhardt was provided a court date to
pear in Calloway District Court instead of
being lodged in the Calloway County jail"
k The citation complaint also said that
ksvom statements were provided by the vicGm (the Racer Patrol officer) and a witness
Dot identified in the citation. The officer
pescnbed the suspect as a white male of
Piedium build, while the witness ID'd the
luspect by name.

l
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See EHRHARDT,28

IANTS 5. CARDINALS I

Correia
itches a gem
LEWIS DOUBLES AND
l'RIPLES IN SAN FRAN'S
WIN OVER ST. LOUIS
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Kevin

tearnt.

rreia's latest start became all the more
pressive considering his current state of

l

Down 12 pounds to 188 because of a
omach bug last week. Correia didn't let it
how that he's still a little weak and trying to
iegain his strength.
He carried a shutout into the eighth inning
fn one of his best starts yet, leading the San
trancisco Giants past the St. Louis Cardinals
P-1 on Thursday night for their third straight
Victory.
: "My body is still taxed." Correia said.
:My velocity was a little down. Butt got a lot
Of quick outs.... I got behind some guys but I
glukte some good pitches and made the right
pitches at the nght times to make it a pretty
lood outing..• Correia (1-1) allowed five hits in 7 2-3
pinings, struck out four, walked two and also
tingled for the Giants, who are on a little roll
titer losing six of their first seven games.
s Fred Lewis doubled, tripled and scored
twice and
W,nn added a sacnfice fly
San Francisco.
which went 19 innings
Randyr
;without allowing a run before Troy Glaus'
iinth-inning RBI double off Brad Hennessey
inded the Giants' shutout bid.
Manager Bruce Bochy feels comfortable
ting Lewis almost anywhere in the order,
ing quite the exhibition of speed with him
ati See CARDINALS, 28
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TOMMY DILLARD /

Ledger A Times
SCO8 and Catherine Shrills train near their home in Murray Thursday afternoon. The
couple will run the Country Music
Marathon in Nashville on Apnl 26 as part ofte tors*, dubbed "Training for
K," which they organizild to support Kendra
Schwepker.

One
S9VgL:CS'5PE,IIME4D
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
In a normal year. Scott Sivills
would look forward to a little rest
and relaxation at the conclusion of
basketball season an March.
But this is no normal season for
the Calloway County girls head
coach. This time, he's traded his
whistle for a pair of running shoes
and a training regime that would
challenge the most well-conditioned hoopster.
Swills and wife, Catherine, are
preparing to run the Country Music
1/2 Marathon in Nashville on April
26, and while the training is pushing
the couple to their physical limits,
getting in shape is only a byproduct
of the higher goal at hand — lending emotional support to a fellow
coaching family in Murray.
That family is Murray State head
volleyball coach Dave Schwepker,
wife Kendra and their three young
boys. Kendra was diagnosed with a
brain tumor in November of 2004,
underwent surgery to have it
removed, and thought the cancer
was gone.
But in the spnng of 2007. she
began having severe seizures, and
the Schwepkers' fears were confirmed this past July — the cancer
had returned. Doctors at the Mayo

K
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Clinic in Rochester, Minn.. performed a second surgery to remove
the tumor in January, and since
then. Kendra has spent most of her
time undergoing radiation treatment
at Vanderbilt Medical Center in
Nashville.
For a month and a half, she and
Dave stayed in Nashville during the
week and returned home to see their
three boys — Evan (age 8), Luke
(age 6)and Isaac (age 3) — only on
the weekends. Many weekends,
Dave had to go on the road to
recruit, and saw the boys for only a
couple of hours.
"I would come home, drop
Kendra off, go recruiting and then
come back on Sunday,- he said.
"Sunday night, we'd take off again,
so I didn't get to see them hardly at

Courtesy 04 Dave Schwepher

The Schwepker family — Dave, Kendra ana boys Evan, Luke and
Isaac -- have endured a tough road since Kendra was diagnosed
with a brain tumor in November 2004
all That was the hardest part, leaving the kids"
Schwepker said he has been
floored by the amount of support his
family has received from the community, in particular from the couple's Sunday school class at First
United Methodist Church in
Murray, which the Sivills also
belong to.

Class members have tried to
assist the Schwepkers by preparing
meals and helping with the kids, but
this time, Scott said, they wanted to
do something different.
"Catherine and I wanted to run
the one in Nashville, so we came up
with the idea that it would be really

•See MARATHON, 28

THE MASTERS

Much to do about nothing
WOODS DOESN'T DO MUCH, BUT HISTORY SAYS HE
DOESN'T NEED TO IN THE FIRST ROUND AT AUGUSTA NATIONAL
By TIM DAHLBERG
rolling greens of Augusta National.
AP Sports Columnist
A few minutes earlier. he had pronounced himself
AUGUSTA, Ga (AP) — The strokes that counted satisfied with a round that
seemed pedestnan by the
had all been accounted for by the time Tiger Woods high standards of the
greatest player in the game. That
stuck two tees into the practice green just off the first was for public consumptio
n anyway, though the odds
tee and began absent-mindedly stroking four-footers.
are the talk Thursday night at the house Woods is rentCaddie Stevie Williams came by with a handful of ing for the week was more about
opportunities that got
bananas. and Woods paused to peel one and devour the away.
contents before going back to the business at hand
After the round, he putted a few balls without much
This wasn't as much a practice session as it was purpose, running one up
a hilt and leaving another well
therapy. Woods had putted decently all day, and there short. Woods didn't even
bother to finish them off,
certainly wasn't anything wrong with the symmetrical picking up his balls after
less than 10 minutes on the
stroke that always seems so ideally suited for the slick, green and heading for the
clubhouse. Four security
MORAY GASH / AP guards and two sheriff's deputies quickly formed an
Tiger Woods hits onto the 17th green during the escort around him to keep any overly curious patrons
first round of the 2008 Masters at Augusta National away.
Golf Club in Augusta, Ga.. Thursday afternoon.
•See TIGER. 2B
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•Cardinals
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•Marathon

From Page 1B
hitting leadoff Thursday. Lewis
might have had a little extra
motivation: His teammates fined
him $12 for wearing his black
uniform belt with a baby blue
suit a night earlier. He forgot his
own belt at home.
Correia, a full-time starter for
the first time after primarily
relieving in parts of five previous
major league seasons, beat the
Cardinals for the first time in
eight career outings. He left to a
standing ovation after allowing
Skip Schumaker's two-out double that followed a single by
Cesar Izturis.
C'orreia felt some cramping in
his left arm that forced his hand
into a fist - he figures it was a
result of still being dehydrated
from the illness - aft.' a pitch
to pinch-hitter Aaron Miles.
Correia was checked on by the
Giants' training staff and needed
help getting his glove back on
hut stayed in the game, then gave
way to Jack Taschner after the
double. Taschner got pinch-hitter
Ryan Ludwick to fly out.

•Ehrhardt
From Page 1E3
• Ehrhardt later turned himself
in to MSU Public Safety and
returned the ticket book. He then
waived his rights and provided a
sworn statement that he did it
after being "bet $20 he wouldn't
do it."
The report taken indicated
forte was used in the commission of a theft, hence the 2nd
degree robbery charge, which is
a ,Class C felony and carries a
perialty of 5-10 years and a fine
between $1,000 and 110,000.
. Murray State University athletic officials said they are handling the matter internally and
will not make any other comment at this time.
Ehrhardt made a name for
himself last year as a freshman,
being named Ohio Valley
Conference Freshman of the
Year after leading the conference in passing yards (2,567),
coMpletions (236). touchdown
passes (21). passing yards a
game (233.4) and total offense
(267.5). His 21 touchdown passes set a new freshman record
that was previously held by
Stewart Childress.

From Page 113
cool if we could do it for Kendra, run it in her
honor.- he said
The couple pitched the idea to the rest of the
class, and were met with a positive response. The
Sivills and three of their classmates are currently
training to run the half 1/2 marathon as part of a
team they dubbed "Training for K.- The "K"
stands, of course, for Kendra.
"What's given me inspiration to make myself
go is what she's gone through," Catherine said.
"When I think about her. I think, 'Gosh, I could
have run at least two more miles."
Catherine didn't just extend the invitation to
her Sunday school class, however. She also sent an
e-mail to a group of local runners, many of whom
were up for the challenge. All in all. Training for
K has 15 runners planning to make the trip to
Nashville.
"It's just a huge honor and a huge surprise that
everyone is doing this,- Schweokei said. "It's just
amazing what everyone is doing and has done.
Probably the major reason we've stayed in Murray
is how this town responds to people when things
go wrong. You just don't expect these kind of
things."
As far as training goes. Scott and Catherine are
attempting to run around 25 miles per week in
preparation for the I 3-mile race. Training usually
consists of a long 10-mile run on Saturday or
Sunday and several shorter runs during the week.
For Scott, this will be his second half marathon
in as as many years, and he's hoping the expenence will make up for the training time he lost as
his Lady Ulcers played out their basketball season, advancing to the First Region championship
game.
The head coach and science teacher said it is
nearly impossible for him to train regularly during
basketball season, and he was three weeks behind
schedule by the time he began running.
He trains with Jake Connell, who helped him
prepare for his first half marathon-the Memphis
Half Marathon in December 2006 - as well
Randy Taylor, a fellow Training for K team member.
But for Siva's, the half marathon is only a step

toward the ultimate goal.
"My goal is to hopefully in December do a full
marathon," he said. -That's one of my goals, to do
it full before I'm 50. My brother-in-law does
Ironman (triathlons), so just seeing him train for
those has kind of given me the idea"
While Scott brings some expenence to the
field, Catherine will be participating in her first
half marathon. After going years without running,
she picked up the sport again in July and slowly
built up her endurance She's been training specifically for the half marathon for six weeks now.
"I attempted to run 10 miles on Sunday and it
was a challenge," she said. "To me, it'll kind of be
a big personal achievement to cross the finish
line.A wide range of abilities and experience levels
are represented in Training for K. Several members will run the full marathon while some, like
Catherine, are first-time competitors in the half.
But for all, the goal as the same.
Especially for Catherine, who was diagnosed
with melanoma, a type of skin cancer, when she
was 24 years old, the ability to inspire a fellow
sufferer is what it's all about.
"I think at some point, all of us are going to be
in a position like this, whether it's us or our husband or our parents, somebody we are close to will
probably have cancer," she said. "Luckily, we
found mine early enough, but it's always in the
back of my head that it could come back any time.
Once you have it, you just know it could come
back.As for Kendra Schwepker, she is doing very
well. The surgery went "incredibly well,- Dave
said, and she is back at home in Murray. where
she'll begin large-dose chemotherapy later this
month. Despite the progress and treatment, there is
ultimately no known cure for Schwepker's type of
cancer, but the family remains hopeful.
"We're just praying that, firm of all, she will be
cured arid she'll be the first person this happens
to," Dave said. "And we're praying that, in the
meantime, they'll keep researching. They're
always coming up with new things, and I think by
delaying it as long as we can, they'll eventually be
able to cure it."

UT Martin's Hudson declares for NBA Draft
MARTIN, fens.
UI
Martin junior Lester Hudson
has notified the National
Basketball Association that he
will declare himself eligible
for the 2008 draft.
UT Martin head basketball
coach Bret Campbell said
Hudson has elected not to sign
with an agent which will allow
him the opportunity to return
to school for his senior season.
"I want to see where 1
stand.- Hudson said. -I want to
go to camp and see what happens. If the right opportunity
presents itself, I will decide
then'

Campbell said because
Hudson is an underclassman
he had to declare himself eligible for the draft by April 27.
"There is a strong possibility Lester will attend a pre-draft
camp in Orlando on May 27,"
the coach said. "He has until
June 16 to withdraw from the
draft or remain with it. Lester
wants to put himself in position to return to school next

through his efforts this past
yearHudson averaged 25.7
points, 7.8 rebounds and 2.8
steals per game this past season. He also averaged 3.8 3pointers per game which was
the tenth best in the nation. His
25. 7 points per game was the
nation's fifth best, while his
2.8 steals per game was the

year while at the same tune

fourth best in the nation.

explore NBA options for next
year," Campbell said.
"We feel this is something
Lester has to take a look at and
has warranted this opportunity

"Right now I want to finish
up school this year so I can
come back,- Hudson said. "I
plan to go to camp and do my
best and work hard."

RACER ROWING
VS.

ALABAMA
Saturday, April 12
7:00 a.m.

SCORIE

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEK•NDER
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
An Times CDT
East Envision
W
L Pct GB
Flattimore
-6 3667
Boston
5 5 500 1 1/2
New York
5 5 500 1 12
Tampa Bay
4
5 444
2
Toronto
4
5 444
2
Control Division
W
L Pet GB
Kansas Crty
6 3667
Chtcago
5 3625 1/2
Cleveland
4 5 444
2
Minnesota
4 5 444
2
Detros
1
8)11
5
West Division
W
L Pet OS
Los Angeles
6 4 600
Oakland
6 4 600
TOXAS
5 4 558 1/2
Seattle
4 6 400
2

9.,
Thursday
i s
s0
Ciansett
Tampa
Texas 3 Battnnore 1 151 game
Texas 5 Baltimore 4 21/4 game
Boston 12 Detroit 6
Oakland) Toronto 2. 12 moings
N V Yankees 6 Kansas City 1
Minnesota at Chicago White Sox pod
rain
Friday's Games
N V Yankees (Wang 2-0) at Boston
(Buchholz 0-1) 6 05 p m
Oakland (Blanton 0-2) at Clevelencl
(Sabathet 0-1). 6 05 p m
Baltimore (Guthrie 0-1) at Tampa Bay
(Shisick; 1- I), 6 10 p m
Toronto (Lasch 1-01 at Texas (Padilla 10). 705 pm
Minnesota (Hernandez 20) at Kansas
City (lAsche 0-13 7 10 p m
Detroit (Willis 0-0) at Chicago White
Sox (Contreras 0-0) 711 pm
LA Angels (Jet Weaver 1-1) al Seattle
(F Hernandez 0-0) 9 10 pm
Saturday's Games
Detract Isiertander 0-1).! Chicago
VVNte Sor (0 Floyd 1-0). 12 05 p
N V Yankees (Muss.ne 1-11 at Boston
ciev.sand
%
l) 2550
(Beckrl
Oaklanda d Dmie,6D
(Caonona 1-0). 605 pm
Baltanore 03 Cabrera 0-01 at Tamps
Bay (Hanknel 0-1) 6 10 p rn
Mtnnesola (Bonser 0-2) at Kansas Crly
(Tomko 1-0), 6 10 p m
(Tmendo
orontoz
(atia
1-1p)m
a140
1ada
at Texas
, 105
L A Angels (Garland 1.1 at Seattle
(Silva 1-0) s,m
8 10p m
Sunday's
Oakland at Ckeielene 12 05 p
Baltimore at Tampa Bay. 1210 pm
Detroit at Chicago WPM. Sox. 1 05 pm
Minnesota at Kansas City. 1 10 p m
Toronto at Texas 205 p m
LA Angels al Seattle 3 10 p m
Yankee% al Anse, 7050',
N

National League Standings
All Thom COT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
Florida
6 3667
New Yofk
4 4 500 1 1/2
Philadetphia
4 6 400 2 1/2
Atlanta
3 6)'J
3
Washington
3 7 300 3 1/2
Central Division
W
L Pet GO
St lours
7 3 700
Chicago
6 3667 1/2
Milwaukee
6 3667 172
Cincinnati
6 4 030
1
Patsburgt)
3 6 333 3 12
Houston
3 7 300
4
West Division
W
L Pet 011
Anzona
7 2 778
San Dego
5 5 500 2 1/2
Colorado
4 5 444
3
Los Angeles
4
5.444
3
San Francisco
4 6 400 31/2

Thuniday's Games
Cincinnati 4. IAilwaukee 1
Allman at Colorado. ppd . snow
Chicago Cubs 7. Pritsburgh 3
Florida 4, Washington 3
N.Y. Mots 4. Philadetphia 3. 12 onings
San Francesco 5 St Loots 1
FrItlay's Game*
Cincinnati (Volquez 1-0) at Pittsburgh .
(11.4sholin 31),6.05 p m
Chicago Cubit(Menlo* 0-00.
Zarrbrano 1-0) at Philadelphia (Myers
0-1), 605 pm
Milwaukee (Parra 1 -Wet NY Mets
(Figueroa CFO) 6 10 17
Atlanta (7 Hudson 1-0) at Washington
(Chico 0-1t, 635 pm
Florida (Notasco 0-0) at Houston
IC/Swett 0-23 705 p m
Colorado (France 0-1) at Anzona
(Webb 2-03 841) pm
St Louis (Lohse 1-0) at San Francisco
(7400-2) 9 15 p
San Doego (Peavy 2-0) at L A Dodgers
(Penny 1-1), 9 40 p m
Saturday's Games
Atlanta (Smolt:it-0) at Washington
(Lannon 0-1), 1205 pm
Milwaukee (Shee)s 1-0) at NY Meta
(Santana 1-1). 12 10 p m
Colorado (Morales 0-0) at Anzona
(Harem 1-01. 2 55 p m
St Louis (Miami° 0-0) at San FfanLISCO
(Cain 0-1). 305 pm
Fiord'(Miller 0-1) at Houston (Backe
311. 6 05 pm
Cinannak (Arroyo 0-1) at Pittsburgh
(SneN 1-0) 6 05 p
Chicago Cubs (Lay 0-1) at Philadelpika
(Hemel, 1-1). 605 p m
San Diego(Young 1-0) at L A Dodgers
(Lowe 0-0). 9 10 p to
Sunday's Games
Mrlwaultee at NY Mats, 12 10 p m
gRaxiw..iwnsion 12 35 p
PIttabunr 12 35 pm
Chicago Cubs Si Philadelphis. 1235
P
Flonda at Houston. 1 05 pm
St Louis at Son Francisco, 3 05 p m
Colorado at Arizona. 3 10 p
San Diego at A Dodgers 3 10 p m

•Tiger
From Page 1B
the mix on Sunday afternoon, conditions better than anyone in
The first round of his first and the oddsmakers who made the field.
major of the year was now offi- him an astonishing even money
The last time he won here.
cially over. Woods was either on against the field this year aren't three year, ago he was down by
his way to a fifth Masters title about to begin sweating now.
seven shots after the first round.
and the historic first leg of the
Neither is Woods, who put and seemed out of it. But a cold
first Grand Slam of the modern the best spin possible on a round front moved in. the rains came,
era, or he wasn't.
that could have -- make that and Woods rode a spectacular
The scoreboard certainly should have --- been better. It streak of seven straight birdies
didn't tell the story. On a day Was as if he was trying to con- in the rain-delayed third round
when Augusta Natonal atemed vince himself as much as others to win his fourth Masters.
primed for a picking, Woods that even par wasn't such a bad
Woods could have made it
shot as pedestrian a 72 as he number even when a lot of other easier for himself this time,
could put together to stand four players thought otherwise.
though it wasn't all his fault. A
shots behind perennial first"It's good,- Woods said. "I metal pole on the bleachers
round leader Justin Rose and kept myself in the tournament. behind the eighth green turned a
Trevor Immelman, another I'm right there. With the weath- probable birdie into par, and a
player who won't be getting fit er supposed to be getting more ball that just trickled over the
for a green jacket on Sunday
difficult as the week goes on. 13th green oil a hooking 4-iron
The odds are still good, how- I'm right there"
was the difference between posever, that Woods will. A check
Woods watches the weather sible eagle and eventual bogey.
of the record books will show as closely as he watches the
that he rarely posts a good score changes to Augusta National
TODAY'S DMUS SeONSOati) BY
on Thursday at Augusta that the green jackets who run
National, where he hasn't bro- the place try to slip in every
terry Butler
ken par in the first round for six year. He was right. Wind and
years. He's never led after the thunderstorms are forecast for
first round, never shot better Saturday. temperatures are
than 70.
expected to drop, and Woods
Yet he always seems to be in belies-es he handles adverse
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SPEED
NASCAR Nationwide
Senee pole qualityng to, Bashes
Supermarkets 200 at Avondele Anz
510 p.m
SPEED - NASCAR Sonn1 Cup practice for Subway Fresh Fa MX) at
Avondale An:
7 p.m.
SPEED
NASCAR Spoof Cup
"Happy Hour Series " tnal practice to,
Subway Fresh Fs 500 at Avondale.
An:

- Race is Free Spectators should go to Kenlake Hotel and walk
down the back slope to view the finish line area.
Bring a blanket/chair.

ESPN2
"
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All Crews will launch from the Marina.

BORING
10 pm.
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7:00 am Crews will launch
7:30 am WV8
7:40 am W2V8
Break to switch crews
8:20 am WV4
8:40 am WN8
Break to switch crews

270-762-0068

9:00 am W2

For More Information

ESPN - Masters
3°°U
p"
Toumament second
round at Augusts Ga
NBA BASKETBALL
6 p ni.
ESPN2- Cleveland at Chtcago
NHL HOCKEY
6p m..
VERSUS - Playoffs conference guar
tertinal teams TBA
9 p.m
VERSUS -. Playoffs contemn-4i quer
tertmal teams TBA
TENNIS
12 p m
E
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Championships quarterfinal. at Amelia
Fla
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responsible be only one incorrect
newton. My error should be reported krenecielely so corrections can
be made,

anyone

La

Nola
Murray State University ie accepting propo.le
rettabLtsh •contract for part-ume physician eervicse
for Health Services Doti. ehall include accepting
reepomibility for all medical care offered by the
Health (7enter, smoseing history and physical findings, ordering erlected laboratory tests to .tablish •
eitnlnai Magnarre it. patient conditions, refer,-.la to
other health care professionels and/or agencies when
appropriate, performing minor surgical proeedur.,
and serving ea a preceptor for ARNP Time required three hours per day two days per week, while classor are in session Request for proposal forms may be
requeeted by railing Procurement Serinces at 6092091. referencing RFP.2.59D-08 Proposals are due
and will open April 22, 2008 at 4 00 pm
Murray State University is weepting proposal* to
eetablish •lea. of amuse in the Come Center for a
Food Service Operator to comp/email the University
Managed Food Services Facilitses in 0lat location
Space may be les.d to one or•combination of food
service operations Proposals will be evsluated based
on compensation paid the university, manu offered.
and expenence in food service operations. Request
Ion proposal forms may be requested by calling
Procurement Services at 609-2203, referencmg RFP2600-011 Proposals are due and will open May 1
2908 at 100 p m

!

NOTICE OF PUBLIC MERITING
A public meeting will ho held by the City of Murray
in the Council Chamber* of City Hall located at 104
North 5th Street, Murray. Kentucky at 400 pm on
April 11. 20011 The purpose atlas martini w to
pnwiele general information to the public regarding
the proposed community faciltty prow.
The public is invited to attend and remnant on
such issuer; w enamour and environmental
impacts. eernce area, alternseeen to the proerct or
any other pertinent is....

TO be said Saturday
April 12111 at 10-00 AM
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SALES ASSOCIATE
Full Time Position
Competitive Wages & Benefits
Sales/Marketing -Truck 8 Auto Accessories

Duties / Skills:
*Sales by Telephone 8 eComrnerce
sflachelor's Degree Of 2-4 yrs Sales
<inter Entry/ Customer
+octal Teamwork/ Attention to Detail
•Advanced MSOffice
*Computer Skiffs/ Motivated/Organizational
Skala
-Willingness to learn products & sinning
structures

DISCLAIMER

Mall resume to:
209 Radlo Road
Alm*, KY 42020
Email: Sales Olassegle.corn
ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY 1
MURRAY 114rARD OF EDUCATION
JOB DESCRIPTION: Perform a vaiely of specsallicti and responsible secretarial and administrative supixin duties for an Assistant Supenntendent.
Executive Director and/or other high level adnunistower( sl. organize and coordinate office activities and
communications to assist the Administrator with
assigned functional area., of responsibility
QUALIFICATIONS: High School Diploma or 6
E D . shall hare ai least three years expenerice in
office or secretarial responsibilities, expenence with
Microsoft Office, ability to maintain confidential
information and perform daily duties in a busy, fast
paced environment. perform other dunes as assigned

When accessing the
'help wanted- section
on ow clas.sdieds

Maw send • mann & letter of application to
Murray Board of Education. Ann
Administiaive
Anistant Patitim, 201 S 13th Street. Murray. KY
42071 Deadline for applications is Apnl 15, 2005

webpage at
murrayledger cons
you will be redirected
to yobnetwork com

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
SPECIALIST

Murray High
Booster Club
Al !Oughts of Columbus.
Squire Rd
6PM on the
I u Sat of the month

CANINE Couture....
amoral tor your
Coming soon to
Murray IWadi for Cl

Fine
pet!

Murray and local yob
listings will armee on
this webstie
However as a nauonal
websee, not all listings
on the tobnetwork_com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
as if you have any
questions regarding
the Many area
itib listings Thank you
FULL-TIME Customer
&Veen

Representelives
ed. CSRs provide
plans support for
111PowarClalrn Ine of
sat/bons 1 year oolMAIftvery11c Full Se
$20.00. FIlls $1200 IMP required
Hasithollfeklental
Uppercuts, 1104 Story
insurance, 18 paid
Ave., 753-2887
days oll/yser. retire,..seurray Ledger 8
ment. Email resumes
f2firnes considers its
to candiceepower....sources reliable. but
ctelm.corn

:Inaccuracies do occur
:fiesders using this
•Information do so at
4heir own risk. Although
'persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its omMoveres
mom any responsibility whatsoever for their
activates.

LOCAL small business
seeking administrative
assistant
Part time
summer
position
becoming full time
position in the fall
Transportation, basic
computer and office
sklbe a must. Payroll
and bookeeping experience • plus. Mail
resume to P.O. Box
965 Murray KY 42071

Responsible for prevention program assessplanning. organization, and delivery

ment

Qualifications: Masters in appropriate field
with one year related experience in substance
abuse field, work flexibk hours. KY drivers
license/safe record. Prefer experience working
with youth. Send resume to. Anne Thurman.
Human Resource Director, Four Risers

425 Broadway, Suite 201
Paducah, KY 42001. Open until filled. EOE
-•--iiss
Behavioral health.

IMMEDIATE OPENING
I need a well gioomed man or woman to
assist me at Murray nSemonal Gardens
Must be able to work some evenings and
must have a sales personality Position
comes with great benefits and top pay
Paid training provided
Cell Mr. Rouse at
(270) 554-4620
mg..
dm

Pl Morningstar
Murray, Kentucky
Morningstar Foods, a division of Dean Foods has
an immediate opening for a Lab Technician.
Successful candidates for

a Lab Technician posi-

tion with our facility:
Must hare the Mowing eadesee qualitiesBoos:

ad Feed

NOW HIRING
large
male
Lost
Chocolate
Lab
Reward
(tittered
(270 19-0286

Day a Night
Servers and
Hosts/Hostesses.
No phone calls
Apply In person.

Must have the abWty:
• Ti: adiust to high and low temperature environments and he able to lift medium to heavy matenals
• To work 2 OOPM - Ill 10PM Monday-Friday.

LOCAL law firm look
mg for part-time or fulltime legal secretary
Experience required.
Send resume to P.O
Box 1040-J. Murray

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may bs just the place
for your Full time and
pert time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St
Murray, KV 42071
(270)753-5227

• Prefer BS Degree in Chemistry. Biology or
Math or related field or equivaknt dairy lab wort
expenence
• Candidates must have good written and oral
communication skills, good mathematical skills,
excellent computer skills and team focused

-ySONIC of iitTrie

I.
looking for experiRestaurant
enced
Manager Pay rate
benefits
will
and
depend on experience Please send
resums
to:
Restaurant Manager.
137 Gibbs Store Rd,
Murray. KY 42071.

Interested applicants may apply at the Office of
Employment and Training. 319 South 7th Street,
Mayfield Kentucky. or at the Murray Career
Center. 208 S Sth Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Morningstar Foods offers an excellent benefits
package w1th a competitive salary

Manufacturing
Manager
Full time
position with Local cornpany has an opening
for a self-motivated
manufacturing manager
Out of the boa
thinkers are encouraged to apply To be
successful in this role
you
will
need
to
demonstrate expertise
in propect management
as position will require
direct supervision of
severed departments.
Duties to include but
riot limited to

Applications are available ai the Murray Board of
Fehwatinn, 206 South 13th Street, Murray. Kentucky
42071 FOE

in
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Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
10111111111
/
15)
step by mr office at 1001 Whithell Ave. -- Office Hours: Mula day Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. e Fax: 7534927
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Scoreboards offer,

We are in search of
full time day shift
employees for scoreboard assembly
Successful candidates
are self-motivated.
detail oriented and
take pride in the quality of their work Use
of small hand tools
and reading schematics are required to
assemble the scoreboards Having electronic skills is a plus

SCRAP
CARS

Attention
Human
Resources
Manager
230 El Tyson Avenue
Suite 324
Paris, TN 38242
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Dram-ln, 217 S. 1216t
St., Murray, KY. No

Wass* cells.
OTR driver's needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits HOME)
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A COL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience
Clean
MVR H3001468-608/
SKILLED sheet metal
and HVAC mechanics
Pay scale from $18.00$3800 per hour Send
resume to PO Boo
1040-H. Murray, KY
42071

WWW.magickideusa.com

OR CALL 1.-555-225-9411
FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG
Must Mention Discount Code MK58684
for HUGE Savingsf

Manna
ELECTRIC Aluminum
Coil spider any width
good condition $150
12701753 1873
GRAPHITE.
Tour
Edge, women's woods.
driver, 3 and 5 Like
new 570 759-3881

ANTIQUES 68-piece
set Cabbage Rose (8)
6-piece place settings,
14 servrng pieces. 6
juice glasses Serious
Inquiries
only
(2701753-5997
8A1A1o8PM

HAM RADIO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE,
Vintage Ham Radio
Heathkit
HP-238
power
with
supply
manual
Old
Ham
Radio Heattaut HW-12
SSB
transciever
vrimanuallcorn IC 082
UHF handheld TwoWay Radio Ten Tee
model 2425 2 Melee
Amplifer Hem Radio
Kenwood tr 7730 2
meter FM transceiver
with mrke, power cord.
mountng bracket, manual in factory box
(731)641-8222.

RD Televisions
Come
by
Olympic
Plaza to see our setteeton of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Projection
also
LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
or entertainment can
tars 8 TV
carts
Beasfey Antenna &
SaleNite. 759-0901
KR- Keilh's Lawn and
Tractor
Parts
and
Service 759-9n31

iAME

brand
(Gymboresi baby tar)
clothes, shoes and
accessones. 6-12mo 21. at seasons. 2273913
PRESSURE washer,
new,
almost
$75
Whirl000l
Dryer
almost new, 51'0 Call
753-1184 after 5pm
USED snare drum and
bell kit Great for stu dent startrog band
Gave $500. sall take
2300 759-3881

JD 600 Hoboys $3.500.
JD
Facycles
6000
57.500. (5021550-4080

UPRIGHT piano, good
condition
$900 30.
(270)210-2050

BELT and disc sander,
$30 Router arid table.
$30 Plunge router,
$65. ScroN saw. $70
Rolling tool cabinet.
$40 Propane tank arid
torch $20 Woodworker
ince. $15 435-4043

MOBILE home 3-bed.
2 bath, utility room,
sun-room large carport, 2 porches, big
storage building This
lot it's the best. 1500
Coach Estates Call
293-2496

SPRING

SPECIAL.

Purchase
a
new
Clayton Home in fhe
month of Apo: and
receive
NO PAY-

MENTS FOR FOUR
MONTHS?! Call for
detail at 731-588-9429

GRAND PIANO SURPLUS AUCTION:
NI array State Univererty has deco:avid 3 YAMAHA,
4 HOWARD ;built be KAWAli, and 3 BALDWIN
Gr•nd Winos wrplus to t• neede
They are being gold in • sealed had suction in inchndual lots Planos are located at the geneval services budifing on Chestnut St in Murray, KY General
Owning ia Madill. for April leTti and April 2161
From (0AM UNTIL 1PM All other neennat in la
scheduled appastment Bid Form i4-257D416;
will be available at the Me
ADDMONAL INFORMATION on the web at
tinyurt.couseq7492 or CALL Leigh Merichinger at
270-809-4436 few beddinginformaum. or Scott lisle
at 270-SO9-4396 Inc piano information

Ilowshir See

Mem Fairion
,

UGUIDATION Sew
AN 2006 Homes Must

e
mte 7
253.
13R
9ee
trealler,. ri0

Gol
Unbelievable Deals.
Only 4 left
Save
Thousandell Cal now
721 584 9420

Smelt MR.$225

16x80, 3BR,
NICE
2Bath. all appliances
furnished
including
washer & dryer, on private lot, dose to town
& schools. $450/mo •
deposit 753-7930 or
293-1761

Bonnie
Byerty,
Principal Broker. 7520729
1983 Fairmont 14x70,
3 BR 1.5 BA. LA puN
out Riviera Ct 51 7530280.703-5804. leave
ritteellage

Ferree

LI

1 & 2 bdr apts No
pets Leave a message 270-753-1970

REPO 2005 Double
Wide 5 BR home on 1
acre located in Pans.
TH CBS 731-584-9429
for more details

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at 5200/mo.
752-4109

frii13 c.
(
41)

WE

HAVE

notOvEip
WARD ELKINS
ID 0,S le
fe thUd
..2.70re

f

April
fre,,
Showers "JtAb
Pring May "P ;
Flowers!
ItIttl

LEDGER&TIMES
Hoots DORSIrjr
3 we.-JAM
Lerlb"
*
•lan
w .........-133.111
--,...412.19
6
eas......---161169
I yr.--PM
---SIBLOS

3:

Need tumIturel
We sell new A

used

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

761-7653

Rest of KYOTN

Al Other Mal
ilaileeriptleaa
3.e --Mee
3
saw-----$96,1
_o$7•56
ass -SILIN1
I yr.---313111111 1 yr.
$14519
Pea. Ileclaws

Cheek

Money Order

Visa

NI/C

Name _

St. Address
City_
State

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:

Morningstar Foods is an
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employe,.
Mffi/DN

The Place to Start
Murray Ledger & Times
Mirtay Ledger

Times

(2701753-1916

753-

6012

-Owner Flisinee''
18)180 2 BR. 2 BA.
12.950 down. $436 per
me. 55 Jessica Us

Adidas
For SO

3 setting gold diamond,
total carat-1, size 5.
0f1C0 $1.500 978.2517
753-5481

93
Fleetwood
Reflections
16x80
mobile
home
38R+213A. All appliances included, porches and carport. SertOue
inquiries only $14,000.
(270) 227-0379

LARGE
SELECTION
WARD ELKINS

1

2006 Northern Built.
16x72 Fleetwood 213R..
with huge 10'x14' front.
porch
Shingle roof,
vroyi siding, simulated'
bock skirting. Priced at
529,900. wrth $1.600
down, $292 monthly.
Located in
Hardin.
Must
be
moved.
(270)527-1451 ask for
Glen Of Donna

REGULAR WHOLESALE

11510 APPIlleeht Is

12X24 lofted, storage
building
with
front
porch,
like
new.
53.500 (270)492-8222
(2701293-2531

11114smee Fw Solt

40%-60% BELOW

Opportunities for inch
viduals who share our
positive commitments
arid goals

Develop/implement/ad
minister
production/processing
Salary is commensumethods and controls
rate with expenence
to meet quality stanSportable
dards in most cost effiScoreboards offers a
cient manner in a local
competrtive, comprernantrfactunng facility.
hensive benefit packInvestigates
and
age Apply at 106
resolves
work-in Max Hurt Drive,
process problems.
Murray or direct
Insure the economical
resume to
use of labor material,
mfg recrultingescor
supplies,
machines.
*bawd1.com
and equipment.
Recommend
and
implement
improvements and/or modifications in sequence of
CLEANING houses. 20
operations. equipment
years experience. 270utazahon and related
759-9553
matters
Monad assigned operWILL
clean
ations to woos conshouservoiseree Please
onance with tiliptoVell
Call /271)1293-5806
methods aral stendards.
Handle project man,
apement activities for
existing and future
propels which includes
MOM COMPUTERS
conceptualizing
Service/Sales
design. schedules, and
Rena.s/Upgrades
status reports
759.3556
Work in coniunction
with
Human
SOW
Resources
Supervise and coordinate the formal and
ANTIQUES. Cal Larry
informal progressive
753-3633
training of subordinates.
BUYING
Knowledge
IS
ol
iota cars trucks and
18949 required
tractors 436-5235
or
Knowledge
OSHA/TOSHA reguta
BUYING old US Coin
none required
collections Paying
Assist Chief Operating
Blue Boot, value 243Officer in setting man
8999
requirements
power
plant wide
CASH paid tor
good used guns
Ideal applicant will
Benson Sporting
have 10 years of pro
Goods 5195 1216i
genitive manufacturMurray
ing experience preferred BS degree in a
technical field related
engineering
to
required
Coir.peterve
wage and benefit packcommensurate
age
Is 1 IL/if/Pm /
with experience
Please
send
your
resume to the following
address

Brand Name Kidswear at
bankruptcy, liquidation prices

VISA

P.O Box 1040

Murray, KY 42071
,all 4701 753-1918

I

CIASSIFIEDS

4B • Friday, April II, 2111111

ITANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS
17S0 Low. Dove Murray. KY 42071

MOVING SALE
1393 Flint Rd Murray- oft 641 N.
Saturday April 12th
8-5

Prop. he

Immediately Available:
Olio' or rental space
for lees*. $800 per mu
1600 sq It. (c)293-2098
(w)753-5600.

2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom - $495
(..s, J Bedroom- based on Income
Section 8 vouchers or cepied CZ?
on all apartments
.• bee Cal*• Wane Dryer Reese Delnissiver, &
itaingamor Provided • All Owns • Carpet & Ceramic
Tile •Central Fitall A Air • Pane/Desk
Some mark-Wm apply
Call Joy for details 270-762 1044 or
270-804-0850 1TY,800-648-606

SPACE avallalde
University Square
CENTURY 21 Lorene
Jobe Realtors

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
q.

CKG Registered Shit,.
Tzus. $300 (270)4374875
DOG Obedience.
438-2858

Falba

2BR. 1BA, house in
country. C/G/A, appli
ances
mu
$500
Coleman RE 753-9896
3 Bedroom 1.5-Bath.
1615 Locust LA. FR,
Fenced backyard
deck. carport, quiet
neighborhood. close to
Murray Elementary
Availabre early May
(270)293-8684 leave
message

Exceptionally nice 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
with large family room,
2 car garage. Large
fenced yard and all
appliances LorAdod in
a wonderful Oeks
Country Club neighboitood.
Available
May 1. 2008 $900/mo.
(270)759-5865
or
(270)293-7085

Toy Poodles (270)4892781.(270)519-4471
Two Pyrenees puppies
for sale. 293-9199

MOVING SALE
INSIDE HOUSE
1207 MIMOSA
SATURDAY
SAW?
FROM 12TH ST ,
RIGHT ON
GLENDALE, LEFT
ON
DOGWOOD AND
RIGHT ON MIMOSA
Household items.
furniture, toys,
bicycle trailer. Oct.

EXCEPTIONALLY nice
3 BR, 2 BA home with
large family room, 2
car garage, large
fenced yard, all kitchen
appliances, and WV
hookup. Located in a
wonderful
Oaks
Country Club neighborhood.
Available
May
1,
2008.
$875 00/mo. (270)7595885 or (270)2937085.
LOVELY 4 BA, 2 1/2
BA home with 2 car
garage, all appliances,
and
WV hookup
Located inside the city
school
district
(270)759-5805
or
(270)293-7085

HUGE YARD SALE
121 N, RIGHT ON
299, KIRKSEY HWY
2ND ROAD ON
LEFT, ALEX
FOPKS.8TH
HOUSE ON RIGHT.
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Furniture, toys,
stereo, clothes and
Iota of mrsc

gus,

A8F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

NICE
MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
1409 POPLAR ST.
SATURDAY
7:00-1:04:1
Some furniture,
games, toys, girls
and women's
clothes, house
decor, too much to
list Some stuff free.

GAO
STORAGE end
PROPANE
119E Max'
(270) 753-8266
Cell:(270) 293-4153
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WARE HOUSES
lit 1/15
1rs ),;
Muiray. 1( Y .1.2(17 t
7(
'

J
RENTA
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906

GARAGE SALE
1824 N 16TH ST.
FRIDAY
7:00-5:00
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
Rain or shine
Compote with nen and
char. tonne drowses
tuxedos ars
betties furniture
horneechoo books and
seems eci

3-Party
Yard Sale
2195 Radto F4:•
Saturday
April 12th

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside climate contra
storage
•Secunty alarmed
-Safe I clean
•We sell boxes'
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Household
items- clothin9.
outside items.
children toys
etc

I
Pnip. Far Rai/
1,200-3.000 sq ft office
and 4,000 sq fl warehouse space available
for short term sub
lease Cat (270)832
On,o

•Aa Size Units
Availed*
4Isw Hove ,,N1
Mots Central

753.311111411

MOVING SALE
51 OBRYAN
CIRCLE, ALMO
FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
9:00-?

GARAGE SALE
228 WEST
MAIN STREET,
PURYEAR, TN
FRIDAY
3:00PM4:00PM
SATURDAY
7:00AM-?
RAIN OR SHINE
Lots of kids clothes,
shoes, toys and
household items

MOVING SALE
312 N liTH ST
SATURDAY
AND SUNDAY
8:00-5:00
Furniture home
decor, and much
more
Everything is in the
house so lust come
on in. Sale will continue if it rams

Furniture, semi
truck accessories,
motor home,
Come by and

753-3400
Me.g.Inney
*ASS

WS awes
`171.st.

\11 111 Nt I
171 1 II I '

I

make an offer.

YARD SALE
On hwy 94,
1 mile from
Pilot Oak
Friday 7-3
Saturday 7-?
Baby iternu,
furniture, rugs,
clothes and
more

Cali

beds Attic
762-0505
for pick-up
of your
leftover yard
sale items.
Had a Lasso
TOBACCO ground
approx. 10.5 acres.
highly productive lane.
water available CIOSO
by (270)489-2116

slur is tinge. lit i15 Itl
ttomong Ant boot.
All mat ....tate ad.ertned halo
subtect to tlin Federal Fat
Finibang /fit, vit.+ nukes
Illegal in advertne ant prelo
Iminaboo or dtsemmina•
bon bred on ram, cubic KY 44
p1011. 101. handesp,
tin or nanonal tinter, or intro
boo to make an, Nail meleeeines.

or UN rinlin.i-

NEW construction, lost
finished. 141 Blissful
View. Saratoga II. Up
scale home. 4-BR, 2
BA.(270)804-1655
NICE, clean, 3 88,2
BA. country house,
outside building. Large
trees. 4mi west of Lynn
Grove. $53.000. 3822197
OPEN MOUSE
SATURDAY - SUNDAY 1:21 TO 3:21
Your wait has just
paid off. Sailer Is
offering on
Saturday and
Sunday to pay
your closing costs
up to 3%...which
could be ALL your
Closing costs.
Soo Scott from
colleTUNV 21
Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 100S
lioutliveisod 03 on
Saturday or
Sunday from 1:21
to 3:21 PM. ONLY
two condos
left...08 will be
epees also.
PRICED below
appralsall slew
35r/2be home FSBO
76 Blissful View
Saratoga II Call
1.949.689 5998
REDUCED!
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock . concrete
ramp.
boat
Call
$248,500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595

hon

State law, forbid Munn...non
in by 'air, refl.,' or eliernieb
,it real Male based factors in
addition to those [mitts-tad
under *dole laa
ble roe knowinglv bale ani
kr rages* ehst
web
el Jelin Al.
me bereb informed
ClirrisellMes atoned at
a‘Ambit coi an equal t tpportu.
bees.
Saha assaaa mill Fair

AlYs

753-3800
Mcnuey

MOIR-

catiLlia ounrrel
P Milers(7031a0 INV

Lad Read/
acre
improved
1
wooded corner lot with
40 x 50 metal building
bathroom,
w/office,
well and septic tank.
Just off hwy. 80 at
Kays and Van Cleave
Ads 550.000 firm
Phone (270)492-8731
For Sell
Buccanee
1995
Indt
28x80, perm
1.17-ac, 4br. 2ba, cha.
gas fireplace, n.ew
appliances, hardwood
new-roof 01. $79,000.
( 2 7 0 )2 9 3 - 7 2 5 7
(270)293-9887
3.bedroOMT6itii,
Bock horns
- 1/4
2
°°/Slre
ac ttS. C
Large Fenced
Backyard. Patio
$82.500. 615-8047444
rst.
205 N rr
paiS
Needs
(270)559-4010.

2005 Electric Glide
Classic, silver. 1,300
miles, $20 000 2931231
2001 Harley Davidson
883
Sportster,
14.500mi. Too many
extras to list. Asking
$6,000. Cali 489-2772
after 5 orn or 2939582.

1 USED TIRES
1121111Ado Ports

14 15 lb loch

Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753'4606

Lamag,,,,

QUALITY
cars/best
paces Will bring vehicle to vou C8K Motors
(2701705-5373 any
time.
www.ckmotorsky.com
1999 Jeep axe, Grand
Cherokee
limited.
$7,200.
(270)7591987.
99 Lexus AX 300, gray,
AWE)
Very
clean
inside and out, no
dings, moon roof.
19,000. 759-8252 after

Spm.

cleaning, haukng. etc
Insured

[111111Usie

4365141 A-AFFORDABLE Hwang. Clean
out garages, gutters.
sink 8 tree work.

NEED A VEHICLE"

Adorable
Welsh
Pembroke Corgi puppies Locally raised,
wormed and shots
1300 489-2741, 227
9631

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

436-2867 Lamb's
Prolessoonel Tree
tree
guder
,
Seence
emovac Crompiete

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured. 4373044.

Ilepples

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Calhoon Construction, LLC
SS 11-1O Mum 2WD
4 Door, addle. $1960
obo 270-221641111111.

HUMANE SOCIETY
'YARD SALE

270 763 1492

1505 Diugutd Dnvc • Murray, KY 42071

182 BD apts. 1-year
lease' 188 $350.00.
2138 $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts.
753-7559
188, 411-112 S. 8th
St., $265/mo.securi•
ty 474-2520
2 BR apt, extra nice,
$540.
1403A
Villeywood. Available
May 1st. 753-3018
2 ' BR ' duplex,
washer/dryer. C/b/A.
1, 2, 3 BR apartments.
753-0606 753-1252
761.3694
2-8F1 duplex apartment C/H/A. W/D, furnished and lawn mead.
No pets, 1 yr lease
8.450/mov$350depoed
3048 S 8th
Call
(615)907-4955
298 duplex, 26A.
garage. No pets. 7537457 or 227-3054
2613 duplex. nice.
C/H/A appliances furnailed. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
213146 388 apartments
available. Great location 1 year lease, 1
month deposit. no
pets 753-2905
3 & 488 townhouses.
5830-900 per month
No pets
Includes
washei/dryer,
oVerVstove, dishwasher and refrigerator.
C/H/A
Utilities not
included Meadowlark
T owehouses
(270)348-0458
36488. 213A available
now.
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9098
3 BR 1.5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9898
BEAUTIFUL one bedroom with washer and
dryer. Great location.
Pet and smoke free
includes
$400mo
water. 226-8006
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 I 2br units.
Rent based on income
Mobility impairment
accessible
Phone
492-8721
Mon I
Muni
10-12am. TOO No.
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NOW LEASING
1, 2 8 3becfroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4964.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
SMALL IBA. non.
smoking apt upstairs
water paid, available
now. no pets
$260/mo 753-5980

Furniture- 3 piece Broyhill sofa, chair
84 ottoman 2 new barstools, cocktail
table, microwave oven. numerous
household items Also a 2654
Husgvama lawn tractor for $1,400
CASH ONLY

OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905, 2931480

Murray Ledger * nines

Al Joe's Mower repair.
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2887

ALL Carpentry, remodeirng, additions, sunrooms. decks, mobile
home repair, rotten and
- sagging floors Larry
Nimmo 227-0587 75304 Lesabre $5,950
02
Taurus
SES, 0353
sunroof,
loaded,
tslin k i
$3,950
Nfilcht•11
95 Olds 88 11,600
95 Cloy Concord
$1,950
97 GMC Ext. Cab V6
$2,950
12' enclosed trailer,
nice $1,650. Baths
Chambers 5' Woods
Belly mower 12.500
Make reasonable offer
will sell. 978-5655
• ,\
k
2002 Pontiac Grand
AM, 4 DR, red, good
2-0
22-9
condition, clean interior. 99,000ft Asking
BRANDON'S Outdoor
$4.800. 489-2790.
service
2001 °kis Intrigue, Mowing, yard dean91.000 moles. 35 V-6, up, shrubs, bush hogging, tilling. mulch
all
power
Asking
$4,200. Call 293-1931
Trad1719.
C-(270)978-0543
1973 MG Midget convertable,
restored. after 6:00(270)438nice. (270)753-1873. 5277

2005 Toyota Tundra
SR5, 4dr., access cab,
mint condition, loaded,
23.000
miles.
519,9000, 753-0913.
1996 Dodge Ram 1500
LWB, great air, runs
and drives great Very
good work truck. 8739334.
92 Dodge PU. 53.000
actual miles, new mut
fler, brakes, shocks,
tires, ac tilt. cruise,
PS. PB, good gas
mileage, $4,195.00
03 Pontiac Aztex,
56.000 enure miles.
clean, V-6, $6.150
88 Chevy Astro Van, V6. $600
Call David at Shady
Hill 753-6556 or 5581750
Cowry
1998 Gut Stream 34ft
Sunvoyager 12' slide
Out
38,000 miles
(270)293-8004

General Contracting
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

JONES ROOFING CO.
QUALITY WOA'KMANSHfP
YOU CAN DEPEND ON!
III Years Expertonce
A, •Test-Offa
*-17.--7 •
•Noir Roots
.1
.
1=nehic

Guatrialie0

Plows 7.3411.11
Cob 311$48114

GINGLES
GRASS CO.
News lawn Coostruction
7411odo Work
Kortilislos
74korsooding
**Notion
Aff$4461t,
We ally leweeespe Ilmionsus realm& NW cameordid

Rob Gingies
270-293-9716

JOE'S JOBS

TROYER
S
Construction,
Pole
barns, shingles, meta/
roofing. Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884
_
TRENCHING
731-762-3951
731-336-5288

j L.2770r7
"247
CALHOON'S
Lawn
Care & Asphalt Seal
Coating
(270)437-4774
(270)293-0161

• 1

Home
Improvement
Aple,

Braces a Floor Joists
Flerisodeling & Plumbing
Dowd Geamore Owner
ffla Do insurance Work
teas MasterCard saeoleo

731-2474422

270-293-2643
THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers

its sources reliable.
CATHY'S
Wallpapering.
Painting. Cleaning
270- 227-6606 731.
498-8904

R

LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates Call Craig
Fox al 270-492-8156,
270-293-0034

• sii,I

as Meters
II

11 kr II

I

c

Silvered° Jet Boat, 20
a, 454
Chevrolet
engine, blue, yellow
and orange flames
$3,000
293-1231
25'
Crest
1989
Pontoon and trailer. 85
horsepower Mercury
motor $4500 obo 1594650
1973 Mark Twain 168.
v-haul with 85hp mercury. new everything.
11.000
0130.
(270)210-2050

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562. 227-0267

NADEAU'S
Construction
*Flooring *Decks
*Vinyl siding -Al)
Home Improvements
(270)976-2111
Licensed/insured
reicleauconstructionnei
II

MOWING and tnmming, reliable, scheduled Steven 767-9178

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lots
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438

employees accept'
any responsibility
whatsoever for their:
acovrties
rtlusisfiut"

MULCH, double grade
We cleaver
(270) 519-0442

\\
\111 111 MINN
No ph too small

7594418•2274E4

but inaccuracies do
occur.
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of ti

ROOFING Free estimate (270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

NEED HECP?
Handyman Service:4.
All remodeling.
No joti too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

I(
.
1 11.1
FAh
,11AN

Going on
Vacation?

twoI,
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Din Cheap Lawn Care
Free eat Mowing. gutter cleaning, bush trmming, and more

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 moue sainrica
Res., Corn . & Incl.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, Firewood Insured. 4892839.
GRAVEL, white rock
sand delivered
(270)293-1924
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Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You
Ova lime of year, and
everybody wants to get
out of the house But
before you go ;List make
a simple phone call and
ask for "Vocation Pak "
That way you won't
miss a single thing

When you come boa
catch up on Garfield,
you: city council, letters
to the °diem the
abovones arid editorials
We'll deliver your
'Vacation Pak"
when you rekon

•weekly & .proal pickaps
•locally oward/operMea

759-1151•293-27113
2934764
11.1millou

"Vacation

Pak."

3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087
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10 years ago
The Murray City Council
approved on the second reading
of an ordinance raising the salary
of the major from 115.000 to
$24,000 for the year.
Published is a picture of Jim
Hughes of Lynn Grove tearing
into spring as he prepares a space
for planting roses in front of his
home on Ky 94 West The photo
was by Staff Photographer Beinard
Kane.
Births reported include a girl
to Lyn and John Home, April 8;
a girl to Thema and Eric Gibson, April 9
20 Years ago
Scott Andrew Conklin, 12. son
of Raymond and Elizabeth Conklin of Murray, fiat been declared
the 1988 national winner in the
String Division of Music Teachers National Association Selmer
Junior High School Instrumental
Auditions. He is a seventh grader at Murray Middle School.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Mark F. Doran,
Feb. 4; a girl to Terry Lee and
Jennifer Mills and a girl to Thomas
E. and Alyce Tucker. March 9.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
A. Dunn, March 18.
30 years ago
For the second consecutive
year, The Murray State News has
received the top award given by
the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association in the annual competition ;inn Farthing is advisor
and instructor for the newspaper.
Mrs. Robert 0. Miller, Dr.
Bob Head and John G. Winter,
all of Murray have been appointed members of the Purchase Area
Arts Steering Committee
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald G. hale.
March 19.
40 years ago
The Blood Bank Program of
the Arnencan Red Cross is assured
to be continued for another year
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with the announcement of donations by local groups including
a donation of $300 by Murray
DEAR ABBY: I am a 50Lodge No. 105 of Free and Acceptyear-old mom with three grown
ed Masons Abut $500 was needed to keep the Blood Bank Pro- daughters. I gave up my whole
life to be a stay-at-home pargram in operation
Kathy Jo Stubblefield, sopho- ent. I was a room mother at
more at Calloway County High school and a bus driver, and
School. was elected secretary- dad everything I could to be
treasurer of the Kentucky Future the best mom my kids could
Teachers of Amenca at the conhave. Now
vention held April 5 an 6 in
they
are
Bowling Green
grown with
Births reported include a girl
children of
to Mr. and Mrs. William Smith.
their own. I
April 3.
help
with
50 years ago
the grandThe Murray Planning and 'LOUkids, but I
Mg Commission Met last night
never feel
for a 2 1/2 hour session with the
appreciated.
primary business being the comDear Abby
I tried to
pletion of the zoning ordinance
do everyfor the city of Murray
by Abigail
the
thing
Harold Curtis Craig, an offiopposite of
Van Buren
cer of the Hazel High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
how my parAmerican, spoke about "Let's ents raised me. My mother
Farm the Soil. Don't Soil the
was absent, and my dad was
Farm" at a meeting of the chapa drunk who abused us. I'm
ter.
beginning to wonder -- have
Murray High School students all the sacrifices I made matwon honors at the Regional Music tered? Or have I wasted my
Festival at Murray State College, life trying
to be a good mom
according to Irvin Gilson. direcand no one cares? -- SUPERtor of the school band.
MOM IN WELSH. LA.
60 years ago
DEAR SUPERMOM: You
Dr. C.S. Lowry will head the
were a diligent parent when
cast of -The Man Who Came to
Dinner- to be presented May 6 your daughters were growing
up. and you have continued
and 7 at Murray State College
auditorium. Other cast members generously giving of your time
will be Robert Rader, Anne Lowry. with your grandchildren. But
Billie Star, Johnny Wiggs, Bon- it seems you forgot completenie Kingins, Wilma Lovins, Bill ly about yourself during those
Wilson. Jim Petersen, Rip Collins. years.
Guy Brockman, Bill Cosby, Lucille
Rather than looking for
Norman, John Robertson. Robbie '
appreciation' from
your
Riley. Sam Elliott, Helen Boone, daughters. don't you think it's
Faye Edwards. Olen Bryant, Bill time you started
devoting some
Fielder, Barkley Jones, James
time to yourself and your own
Meek, William Taylor, Robert
interests? I do. Take some time
Todd and George Powell
for yourself. You have earned
it And, perhaps, if you're less

TelavInlistin

Day'
Home

Do Mariam. Woo
a MasterCard 4.

COMICS / FEATURES
Supermom has given her all
to everyone except herself
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By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, April II.
the 102nd day of 2008. There
are 264 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April II. 1968, President Lyndon B. Johnson signed
into law the Civil Rights Act
of 1968, which inetwiledaaissaispic
Housing Act, a weal iirser the
assassination of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.
On this date:
In 1689, William III and
Mary II were crowned as joint
sovereigns of Britain.
In 1814, Napoleon Bonaparte abdicated as Emperor of
the French and was banished
to the island of Elba.
In 1898, as tensions with
Spain continued to rise. President McKinley asked Congress to authorize military inter-

vention in Cuba.
In 1899, the treaty ending
the Spanish-American War was
declared in effect.
In 1945, during World War
II, American soldiers liberated
the notorious Nazi concentration camp Buchenwald in Germany.
In...1,11.3 I. President Truman
relieved
Gen.
Douglas
MacArthur of his commands
in the Far East.
In 1970, Apollo 13 blasted
off on its ill-fated mission to
the moon.(The astronauts managed to return safely).
In 1979, Idi Amin was
deposed as president of Uganda as rebels and exiles backed
by Tanzanian forces seized control.
In 1988, the hijackers of a
Kuwait Airways jetliner killed
a second hostage, dumping his
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ACROSS
1 Marshy place
4 Eurasian range
8 Outer garment
12 "How - doing"
13 Be an omen of
14 Gutter site
15 Boners move
16 Fish exhibitions
18 Stadium
20 Big party nights
21 Ms Hagen
of films
23 Get an eyeful
24 Tangy taste
27 Racing circuit
29 Deceive
33 Retiree s kitty
34 Eut country
35 Plaintive cry
36 Thickens
38 Mercedes rival
39 Slalom obstacle
10 On the -- eve
12 Lipper
atmosphere
44 Not mine
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DEAR DR. GMT: For a
full year. I was afflicted with
a restless leg-type syndrome
that developed into frequent
violent shakes and jerks in my
whole upper body. This became
very bothersome and disturbed
my
sleep
when
it
occurred at
night, as it
often did.
A consultation with a
neurologist,
which
resulted in
Dr. Gott prescriptions
for
drugs ased
By
Dr. Peter Gott for Parkinson's(which
I don't have), did not help.
Several other doctors had nothing to suggest.
My own research led me
to try calcium and magnesium,
both at 2(10 milligrams per
day. This did not completely
stop the shakes but greatly
reduced them.
Finally, a friend suggested
taking three hawthorn berry
capsules a day. The product
is known as a heart tonic.
Within two days, the severe
symptoms were gone, and
except for three or four minor
episodes, there have been no
problems now for six weeks.
The relief is absolutely wonderful, and the solution is so
simple!
I hope mainstream medicine will do more to learn
about and promote nutritional
approaches tc our health proh-

lems
DEAR READER: During
my medical training, both in
medical school and later in
my residency, I was not exposed
to alternative therapy because
it was considered to be nonsense, dangerous and a moneymaker for phony medical
practices.
In my 4() years of medical
practice, I have had to change
my ideas alvsit alternative therapy because 1) it sometimes
works and 2) many patients
prefer it to the expensive prescnption alternatives so popular among physicians.
This is the reason I publish such therapies. In a sense,
my readers are the subjects or
a larger study, and this gives
me some perspective on the:sitecess of various alternative therapies.
Such is the case with your
experience. Do I believe this
viewpoint? Let's just say I'M
skeptical. Nonetheless, 1 am
willing to give it print space
because if it works, it would
be a tremendous help for hundreds of tired and discouraged
RLS sufferers. There is no
harm here (to the best of my
knowledge), and the products
are reasonably priced.
So. with this lengthy explanation. I will now keep quiet
until I get some feedback from
other readers. Thanks for wnting.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Compelling Home Remedies"

CoistractBridge
1.04i are South, vulnerable against
nonvulnerable opponents_ Fast is the
dealer and opens the bidding with
three Hearts. What would you bid
with each of the following hands?
I.•KO962•Q83•A6•Q74
2.•A192•64•K1075 AKJ
3.•984•Q1962•AK•A75
4.•A.13 K7•AKQ987•Q8
.4.

ble action is to double for takeout.
implying support for the unbid suits
This is about an average hand with
which to double at this vulnerability.
urthermore. Care MUM be exercised
in following up on partner's
response, as he may have a very poor
hand.
3. Pees. There is a natural lemma.
non to double, but since partner. will
read the double as asking him to Md,
which is what you don't want him to
do. it is much more prudent to pass.

I. Pass. First of all, lei's define the
of the various bids that can
be made over a pre-emptive threehid, which typically showwat
strategy is
sit back Anti
Card suit hi.iaifal b.' bd
a or
- 4Vianii player passes And your
ors and little else on the side. The partner doubles fur takeout In Out
purpose of such a bid is to make case, of course, you would be
things tough for you and your part- delighted to pass
ner.
It might be argi.ed that thc popular
If you overcall in a suit, you are method of treating a double of a
telling partici that your suit is strong three-bid as takeout fails on this
enough to risk bidding it at a high hand. lists is true enough, but you
level. If you bid three notrump, you have to play the douNc one way or
want to play in that contract. if you the other, and because the opportudouble, it is primarily for takeout. nity for a takeout double of a preand you expect your partner to hid, empt occurs far more frequently than
though he is permitted to pass if he the opportunity for a penalty double,
thinks it best to play for penalties.
it is better to play the double for takeThis hand does not justify taking out You can't have your cake and ear
any action other than a pass. It does it too
not rate a three-spade bid because
4. Three earning). With eight
your suit and high-card values are probable tricks at tvotrump against
simply tart good enough to merit the expected heart lead, it is not too
such a bid. An overcall could lead to much to her that partner will fura auLstantial penalty, so the hest nish you wit one There is not much
course is to pass and see what lit point in doubling to get partner to
anything) develops
name a suit, and it also would be
2. Doable You must compete with Unwise to bypass three notrump by
this hand, and by far the most flexi- bidding four diamonds
Tomorrow: triter darkness into light
Meaning

46 Minds-eye
view
50 Revived as an
interest
54 Computer
in '2001'
55 Get paid
56 Bulrush
or cattail
57 Winners take
58 Darni
59 Mrs Lennon
60 Ms Arthur
DOWN
locale
2 FitzGerald s
poet
3 Sarcastic
remark
4 "Das Boot" craft
(flYPFl )
5 Predatory bird
lore
6 Ctrus cooler
7 Grassy field
8 D ova in an
e rabc manner
1
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19 Protein source
22 Defense ploy
23 Gushes out
24 Turn sharply
25 Before
26 Mine° of Old
filrns
28 Body part
30 "Pulp Fiction
name
31 Stroke
32 Wool produce,
37 Gaze into the
sun
39 Locker locale
11 Vase with a
foot
4.3 Pal slangily
44 Centuty unit
45 Green pod
47 Jezebels
Spouse
48 Nor'easter
49 "Mack the
Knife" singer
50 Barn color
51 Parched
52 Sign before
Virgo
53 Cartoon shriek
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DEAR ABBY: After reading the columns you printed
with letters from readers
describing what they think is
wrong with American society,
I think it's time to talk about
what is RIGHT in our society. I. for one, would like to
mention the endless compassion we are capable of giving, and how. in times of some
of our greatest tragedies, we
have come together in spite
of our differences to support
and help one another.
Yes, there are many negatives that can easily be listed
about problems in our society, but wouldn't the greater challenge -- and a more productive one -- be to list the positives about it? -- REBECCA
IN NEW YORK
DEAR
REBECCA: I
received a great deal of feedback regarding not only the
question I posed to readers - "What is society's greatest
problem?" -- but also some of
the thought-provoking responses that appeared in my column (Feb. Sand 61. While many
people told mc they enjoyed
the intellectual exercise, others felt that those columns
were uncharacteristically negative. (My feeling is that finding solutions to problems entails
first identifying them.)
However, your point is well
taken. So, readers, pick up
your pens or head for your
keyboards, and share with me
-- and each other -- your
thoughts on what is right in
our society.

DEAR ABB▪ Y: I recently
won a local vocabulary contest. In school, I am called
body onto the ground in Lar'the walking dictionary.' Peonaca, Cyprus.
In 1988, "The Last Emper- ple often approach me to find
or" won best picture and best out the meaning of words.
Since winning the contest,
director (Bernardo Bertolucci)
at the 6001 annual Academy I have become more popular,
Awards ceremony: Cher won and my boyfriend has been
best actress for "Moonstruck," trying to use big words when
Michael Douglas best actor for he talks to me or to our friends.
The problem is, he uses them
'
Walt Street.'
Ten years ago: The execu- incorrectly or mispronounces
tive committee of the Ulster them. I know he's trying to
Union Party voted 55-23 to impress me. but it's embarsupport the Northern Ireland rassing. How can I tell him
peace accord and its leader, to stop without hurting his
David Trimble, who had out- feelings? -- THE WALKING
maneuvered rebels in his ranks. DICTIONARY IN GEORGIA
DEAR WALKING DICFive years ago: Ten of the
main suspects in the 2000 TIONARY: People sometimes
bombing of the USS Cole mispronounce words because
escaped from prison in Yemen. they learned them by reading
American troops took the north- them rather than hearing them
ern Iraqi city of Mosul with- used. Give your boyfriend
points for being intellectually
out a fight.
acquisitive.
The next time he uses a
word incorrectly or mispronounces it, offer a gentle correction -- but be sure to do
it in private. That way. he
won't be embarrassed.

• s

WING Free 0811i (270)293-4020
)293-1924

available, you will be more
appreciated.
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101st takes command in Afghanistan Ky.'s Freeman among those
BAGRAM, Afghanistan (API -- The 101st
Airborne Division took command of Amencan
forces in eastern Afghanistan on Thursday, helping
to boost U.S. troop levels in the country to their
highest number since the 2001 invasion.
Marching in step, paratroopers from the 82nd
Airborne retired the unit's flag dunng a ceremony
under a light rain beside the main runway at
Bagram Air Field. Then the Fort Campbell, Ky.based 101st soldiers unfurled their flag, officially
marking the start of their 15-month tour.
The 101st has 7,200 troops in Afghanistan, several hundred more than the 82nd. Its arrival, coupled with the deployment of some 3,5(8) Marines
to the country's south, has pushed the total number
of U.S. troops in Afghanistan to over 32,000. part
of a steady rise in force levels as violence has
increased over the last two years.
The top American commander in Afghanistan
has requested three more brigades — about 7,500
more troops -- and the Pentagon has promised
that more troops will be sent next year.
Following the 2001 ouster of the Taliban, the
U.S. had fewer than 10,000 troops in the country,
and no real presence in the volatile south.
"What has become clear as the insurgency has
picked up steam over the last year or two is that an
increasing number of forces are needed to clear
and hold territory," said Seth Jones, an analyst
who follows Afghanistan for the RAND Corp. "In
fact, I think a significant number more are needed.
I would like to see those U.S. numbers come up."
In late 2006, on the five-year anniversary of the
U.S.-led invasion, Afghanistan had 40,000 international troops. Today, that number is almost
70010.
The buildup follows several recent reports
warning that Afghanistan risks becoming a failed
state because of deteriorating international support, spiraling opium production and the growing
insurgency. U.S. intelligence officials have reported that al-Qaida is getting stronger in the AfghanPakistan region.
Last year was the deadliest in Afghanistan
since 2001. The U.N. says more than 8,000 people
died in insurgency-related violence, including
more than 1,500 civilians.
Unlike in Iraq, where the U.S. provides the vast

named Army Civilian Aides

AP
A U.S. soldier stands in front of a sign of the
101st Airborne Division during a transfer of
command ceremony at the main U.S. base at
Bagrarn north of Kabul, Afghanistan, The U.S.
101st Airborne Division replaced the 82nd
Airborne in Afghanistan on Thursday after 15
months in the country.
majority of troops, a 40-nation alliance in
Afghanistan contributes half of the overall military force, though only British, Canadian and
Dutch troops engage in heavy fighting.
A suicide car bomber targeting a U.S.-led coalition convoy in the south killed eight civilians and
wounded 25 other people Thursday, including
three coalition soldiers, officials said.
Maj. Gen. Jeffrey J. Schloesser, the commander of the 10Ist, played down reports of rising violence over the past year in a video news release.
Schloesser said additional troops have led
coalition forces to uncover Taliban forces.

11011=111111

Secretary of the Army Pete
Geren invested two civilian
aides in a ceremony held today
in the Pentagon. The newest
Civilian Aides to the Secretary
of the Army (CASAs) Toney
Stricklin from Lawton, Okla.,
and Clanssa J. Freeman from
Hopkinsville, Ky., were selected
by Geren to support the Army
throughout their state and local
communities
CASAs were first formally
recognized in 1922 and have
since become a vital part of the
Army. Their mission is to promote good relations between the
Army and public by acting WS
spokespersons for and advisors
to the secretary.
"It is a special burden to step
up and be a CASA in a time of
war," said Geren, before administering the oath of office to the
incoming aides. "I thank you for
taking on such an important
duty and certainly look forward
to working with you to support
our men and women in harm's
way."
Civilian aides are appointed
for each state, in addition to the
U.S. territories of Puerto Rico,
Virgin Islands and American
Samoa. CASAs are actively
involved in their communities

Anthem..,

"Being named a Civilian
Aide gives me the opportunity
to tell our Army's story and to
continue my efforts to take care
of our Soldiers, their families
and to share their concerns with
the Secretary," said Freeman. "I
have been a part of the Army
since 1941, first as a citizen of
Killeen, Texas, then as an Ann)i
wife and Army mother, and then
as a leader with AUSA.
"Everywhere we have lived, I
have endeavored to serve;
through' AUSA, Army FsrnilX
Programs and assisting in othei
programs such as Citizens for
and
the
Fort
Campbell
Hopkinsville/Cheistian County
Military Affairs Committee.
Receiving this honor is a lifelong dream and one that I will
take very seriously."
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National Advisory Board and
KidsServe2. Freeman is also an
Eagle Ambassador. an honorary
member of the 327th Infantry
and I 60th Special Operations
Aviation Regiments, and a disl
tinguished member of the 502nd
and 187th Infantry Regiments.
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for rewarding manner. Nearly every- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
thing will work out if you relax. *** You might need to finish
Saturday. April 12, 2008:
off a pending project and can't
Sometimes others don't under- Tonight: Take a stand.
wait any longer. You will feel
stand why you have become LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
such a recluse or such a private *** Walk backward and try to much better if you don't hesitate
understand the dynamics of and go for a bottom line
person. This year. use opportu• what appears to be a touchy but Surprises surround you. Tonight:
nines to increase your emotional Important situation. You don't Choose the most relaxing
and financial security. You need to have all the answers. option. You need some downmight be focused on matters Trust your judgment Continue time.
involving your home or real maintaining a low profile, for the PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** How you view an
estate. Certainly, if you can sake of all parties involved
event defines your experience
work from home, do. If you are Tonight. Rest up
You could decide to be grouchy.
single, you will desire a com- VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
decide what a diffortable relationship rather than **** The more people you or you could
have around you, the merrier. ferent and wonderfui expenence
a wildly romantic bond. It Open up conversations with you are having. You define your
would be best to have both. If someone you often gel mixed life. So 4 you don't like what you
you are attached, invest in your messages from. Your creativity are seeing, change it. Tonight
home or buy a new home. You'll flows, creating a great time. Allow the flirt within you out
become far closer. CANCER Know when to say you have had
can be centering but also boring. enough. Tonight. Be where you BORN TODAY
want to be, with whomever you Politicran Henry Clay 'The Great
Compromiser" (1777), artist
The Stars Show the Kind or want
Manuel Non (1930), French
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
Robert Deiaunay (1885)
4-Positive, 3-Average: 2-So-so: **** Be sensitive to key peo- painter
ple in your life In your opinion, a
I -Difficult
parent or authority figure could Jacqueline Blgar is on the
be overly demanding, Ask for Internet at http://www.lacquoARIES(March 21-April 19)
exactly what you need -- nothing linebiger.com.
**** You are direct, hence
less and nothing more. Others (c) 2008 by King Features
confusion is minimized. The will
Syndicate Inc.
respond Take a stand
unexpected lurks in the back.- lisnight. Out and about.
ground. Brainstorm Listen to
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
feedback. Extremes blow in your **** You are full of energy
direction Pressure builds as you
and drive. Your perspective
juggle two different forces. changes as you go through tna
Realize you can let it all drop
many different vistas of your day
and walk in a new directior.
If you revise your thinking and
Tonight: Remain centered.
attitude, a problem could be
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
eliminated Just give it a shot
The unexpected
Tonight: Do whatever relaxes
occurs. You are recycling a lot of
mind.
IncliwOuals without Group C ovei age
energy, ideas and possibilities. If your
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
you feel that you cannot find the
Independent Contractors
21)
righl path. don't worry It will
***** You might be surpnsed
Dependents and Students
become apparent How you deal
by someone's effort. How you
COBRA/Alternative
with others could change your
see a situation could vary aubperspective. Tonight: In the
Seittimployea
s:antlally because of today's
whirlwind of living
Small Businesses
events Loosen up and remain
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
takes
**** You might want to under- directed Your perspective
Solutions eith choices are easy iust call
in a new direction. Tonight:
stand what motivates you as well you
Robert 11111Ington Jr.
Say yes to a special invitation
as others Avoid (worst:bonding
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
270-753-4751
by having an important talk. You
Certainly you have quite
tropilv,,urr.an,,,anceage.,
mrght not have the right ****
a few options though deciding
answers Tonight. Your treat.
where, when and who could take
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
e'
44444..04111.1A,
Department
the
State
Your personality melts
Remember, you need to have a
MANN, aro
barrier after barrier. What you
introduce legdon't understand could easily be good time and not
islation into your life Tonight. Let
clartheo Take a stand if need be.
suggestioos first,
otteis
make
and others will respond in a very
then choose

•

and are usually business Of civic
leaders who bring to their position an interest in the Army.
Once appointed. CASAs
serve a two-year term without
compensation. To date, more
than 500 aides have served the
Army.
Freeman, selected by Geren
to serve as the CASA for
Kentucky (Central), currently
serves on the National Museum
for Women in the Arts and is a
Life Member of the Association
of the United States Army. She
also serves on the Christian
County Economic Development
Advisory Board, Christian
County School Superintendent's
Board.
Advisory
Hopkinsville/Christian County
Vision Committee and the
Christian County Literacy
Council.
Freeman spent 25 years as an
Army wife, supporting her husband, Army Col. (Ret.) Bobby
H. Freeman, and the Army.
through her affiliation with the
Kentucky Military Affairs
Commission, Fort Campbell
Historical Foundation Board of
Fisher
House
Directors,
Volunteers.
Hopkinsville/Christi a n county
Military Affairs Committee,
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